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Holland City News.
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Pnbliiher. I'lIJKKMA J. A C. Wagon and
Ls Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Potatoes, V bushel ....
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Xeati, Eto.

YI7TLMS, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor10th and River streets.
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Beef, dresaed per
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................

@ 5

Lfd .............................
NoUrr Public*
Smoked Meat ............... .......
Ham ........................
I308T, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insarance
Shoulders .................
Agent, Notary Public ami Conveyancer;Ool- Tallow, per ft .......................
lectlons made la Holland and vicinity
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VI7AL8H, U., Notary
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vf and Insurance Agent.
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MATRAU,
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A NNIS, T.E., Physician;residence, oppoelte
a. S. W. cor. Public Square.

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

A SH, H. L. A R. B. Best, Surgeons and PbysilY ciaus. Office at their residence,Overysel,
Mtch.

mCEM LAKE
RAILROAD,

CBICICO

places. The mean

“No drunkard
kingdom of God.—/. Cor.

Prof. Swing from the text,
shall inherit the

sum

ail

times those who have paused

to

i 9.45 •*

m.

Ofliar
No. 4.

North.

No.

p. in.

8 00
7 25
7 15

12 15
11 41
11 3ti
11 07
10 40
10 18
9 30

tl :*)

6 35
5 07
3 55
h.

C.

R. A. City Puysician. Office at D.
R. Meengs’ Drug Store, bth Street.
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00
83
38
13
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00
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8
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Mugkezon,
Ferrynburz,
Grand Haven,
Pigeon.
Holland,
Fillmore,
Allegan,

2
2
2
3
3
4
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No.
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1,

50
40
50

If IGUINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal-LJ. lery oppositethis office.
Saddler*.

4'.)

15

45
1 15

11

FRED. H. MAY, Munaaer.
Leavenworth.Grn'l Freight Agent.
J. E. HIGGINS. Aged,

yfAUPELL, H.,

Manufacturer of aud dealer

m

Harness, Trunks, Saddles aud Whips;
Eighth street.
Tobacco asd Cigars.

I1UIIUI1U, Alien.

connectionsmade at Allegan with (4. R. &
. It. K. and L. S. it .H. S. lor Plainwell,
Kalamaxoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland. Ac., Ac.
< lose

$u$iuc;>s gitfftoni.
Attornayi.

rOWAKD, M.

I)., Claim Agent, Attorney and
L Notary Public: River street.

’If C

BRIDE, P.

ivl Law, and

11.. Attorney and Counselor
Proctor in Admiralty.No.

at
11

River street.

rpEN EYCK,

J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Agent. Otllcoln Kenyon A Van Put ten’s bank
Eighth street.

A

Baallng and liehuga.

AN PUTTEN JACOB,

Banking and Coland sold; Eightn

V
street.
'17'

lectiug, Drafis bought

.

9-ly

Barbara.

I\E OKOOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shampooning, hair-dyeing, etc., none at rea
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
14-ly

Hotel.
Booti

and Shoei.

TfEROLD,

E., Manufacturer of and denier in
Boots and Shoes, Leather,Findings,rtc.,
Eighth street.

1J

Comalsaion Karcbant.

square miles.

resting on a mattress of timber and brush,

one springing from Sulivan’iIsland and

roid places upon the vice is that "it

is

the

points the jetties rise gradually as they

epitome of all crime.” St. Augustine,
SEO&E who passed up into Christianity from the approach the bar, aud the sea ends, for a
length of 3,000 feet, are carried up to the
sickly vale of low lite, said “Drunkeness

Cough with Shiloh's Consumption Cure.
Do they not know that Coughs lead io

Consumption and a remedy that will cure
Consumption will certainlyand surely
cure a cough or any lung or throat trouble.
We know it will cure when all others fail
and our faith in it is so positive that we
will refund the price paid if you receive
no benefit. Is not this a lair proposition.
Price 10 cts. 50 eta. and $.100 per bottle.
For lame Chest, Back or side, use Shiloh’s
Porous Plaster. Price 25 cis. For sale by.
D. R. Meengs, H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten
and J. O. Doesburg.

rPE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
A. Cigars, Suufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

level of two and a half feet above water.

A

they attempt to open reading

rooms and

considerable volume ol water will there-

ebb and flow over the topi of the
aud a proportionately less volume
will pass out and in between them, the
height of the jetties and their distance
fore

jetties,

apart mutually dependent on each other.

Frank Leilie’iPopular Monthly.
For December, this is the doling num-

into social clubs, and as soon as possible

ber

of

the

Vlth volume of

this

moat ad-

attempt to build up a new associationfor mirable periodical, which is conducted
those whose nights have been, spent under with so much abilityand liberalityas to

the pavements, and whose companions secure

for

it

a constantlyincreasingcir-

urged them on- culation, and we presume that it has now
ward to deeper drunkennessand a more a world wide reputation. New: features
hopeless ruin. In the city of Lafayette, aud new attractionsare announced for the
have been only those

Ind.

,

who

Club

the Blue Ribbon

is

now

10,000

strong. They have already found a new

and now is

the

subscribe for the year 1879.

We

forthcoming volumes,

time

to

and a new hope by finding new duties, suggest that a year’s subscriptionto this
new pleasures, and new associations. How popular publicationwill certainly make a
life

Why

will you suffer with Dyspepsia and many men, young and old, are now gathcomplaint,Constipation, and general
ered within these societies I do not know,
debility when yen can get at our store
J OSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
but the multitudeis so large that lie who
aud dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar- Shiloh’s System Vitalizer which we sell
ket aud Eighth Street.
tin a positive guarantee to cure you. looks thoughtfullyat the redeemed and
Price 10 cts. and 75 cts. For sale by. I). hopeful throng will find his heart filling
R. Meengs. H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten,
up with new hope for the morrow.
and J. O. Doesburg.
^ofictUjs.
The indifferentsay, "How many of
Watehei and Jewelry.

is about fifteen

the other from Morris Island, located upon
what persons the gates of heaven would
converging curved lines, with the convexbe shut he beheld the drunkards in that
ity turned toward each other, inauch manunfortunatenumber. As their poisonous
ner that their sea enda on the outer slope
breath and staggering forms drew near
of the bar will be parallel to each other,
those portals the gates moved solemnly
and distant apart from one half to fivetogether, to shut out from heaven’spurity
eighths of a mile. The length of the north
so much mental and physical defilement.
jetty will be about 9,000 feet, and that of
To the Bible estimate of this evil the old
the south )etty a little over 18,000. The
outside thinkers added their verdicts.
distinguishing feature of the project apSeneca defined drunkeness as being a
pears to be that the half of each Jetty next
“voluntarymadness” — not a madness the shore is kept very low.
brought on by a broken heart or by sickThe north jetty will have its crest twelve
ness or by nature, but by one’s own
feet below the level of mean low water,
self. One writer remarks that brutes
where it crosses the Sullivan’sIsland
will not drink to excess, and that
Channel, while the crest of the south Jetty
•'drunkenness places a man so much
will be fifteenfeet below the same level
below biutes as reason elevates him above
where it crosses the main channel abreast
them.” The estimate which Douglas Jerof Morris Island. From these lowest

* *

Going South.

2.

m.
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O

branches

St. Paul was watching to mark against

r EDEBOER. B.

C^HOUTEN,

Taken Effect, Tuesday, Oct. 1, 1878.

many

construction ot two jetties of riprap atone

prominent in the horrid throng. When

±J

free.

feet in

fall of tides ia

Gen. Gillmore'i project contemplates the

up the great evila of aociety hare

been compelled to mention intemperance
as

and

the tidal basin
its

In

rise

one tenth feet, and the area of
formed by the harbor and

five and

vi. 10.

Sells Tickets to principal polnta in the United
Physicianaud Surgeon: Office
Sta’es and Canada. Through bills oi Lading issued is h flattering devil which whosoever hath
corner Eleventh aud River street oppesite
and rates given for fielght to all points east ami no longer hath himself.”
#
#
public square.
west. Information as to routes and connections
* Mixed trains,
for travellers,and rates of freight for shippers,
The
ribbons red and blue are not a war
I EDEBOER, F, 8., Physician and Surgeon;
t Dally except Sunday and Monday,
±J office at residence, ou Eighth street,near Chi. cheerfully furnished at the
of the colors like that of the Roses, the
t Dally except Saturday.
A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
1 Mondays only.
Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich. Rose of Lancaster and the Rose of York,
All other trains dally except Sundays.
7-lv
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago VIC (JULLOCH TH08., Physician and Surgeon.
where blood deluge many fields, but these
having permautly located In Holland, can
time which Is 30 minutes later than Columbus
Don't be Deceived.
be touud at Wm. Van Putteu’sDrug Store. Calls
shapes of reform are roses lo be gathered
lime.
made in city and country day or night. Acute
Many persons say ”1 haven’t got the up at last in one harmoniousgroup. The
and Chronic diseases successfullytreated.ConsulGrand Haven Rail Road.
Consumption” when asked to cure their
tation
14-4w
ribbon movements organize their members

3.25 p.
2.40

low tide-

nels the depth of water along the cres*

Profuior Swing.

•*

Rail Roads.

feel at

sometimes in another. Between the chant

"

T

one half

being sometimes found lo one channel and

8:80 p. m., In Hope Church.

Cordwood, maple, dry .............. ....$150
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
I3UTKAU A VAN ZuEREN, New Meat Msrgreen .........
..... 2 00
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents 13 ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
beach, ary ...........
. . 200
<or Urst insertion, and 25 cents for each subse- kinds of sausages coustautiy ou hand.
•• green ................i 75
quent insertion for any period under three
Hemlock Bark ..................... @4 00
nonths.
UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and Staves, pork, white oak, ............. @10 00
.
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
SUvea, Tierce,
1200
| 3 m. | 6 «. | 1 r.
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... @254
1 Square ..... ...
350 5 00 1 H00 yANDKRHAAR. H., Dealer In Fresh,
275
Salt, Heading bolts, hardwood ............
5 0<l
8 00 10 00
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Stave bolts, softwood ....... ............... 2 25
::
8 00 10 00 | 17 (X)
and twine; 8th street.
Stave bolts, hardwood. .................. 8 00
Column ........
10 00 17 00 | 25 00
Railroad ties ................................
in
•• .........
17 00 25 00 40 00
Shingles, A # m ......................
2 00
.........
Xt&ufietorlu, Kill*, Shop*, Itc.
25 00 40 00 | 65 no
ftnln, Feed, Eto.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
LTEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in Wheat, white <p bushel ......
80
84
changes.
11 Agricultural Implements; commission sgent Corn, shelled V bushel ............
40
BusinesaCards In City Directory, not over three for Mowing Machines- cor. 10th A River street.
Oats, V bushel ..................
25
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Buckwheat, V bushel .............
40
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub- DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors g™, $j ton .......................
14 00
lished w intent charge for subscribers.
of Pluqger Mill*: (Steam Saw and Flour
18 00
Mills.)near foot of 8th strset.
1 25
An Z before the Subscriber’sname will donote
Barley.
»
100
1b ..................
the expiration of the t*ubscriptiou. Two XX sig1 20
y
ERBBEK,
H.
W..
A
CO.,
Proprietors
of
tbs
^"^•JlWft
.................
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
85
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- Floor, $» 100 ft. ...................
* 12H
All advertising bills collectable quarterly. ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Pearl Barley, y IN 1b ..............3 00 @J] 4 00
1

thirteen and

on Wednesdayafternoon, of each week at

ft

1

greatest depth of water— rarely exceeding

The W. C. T. U. hold weekly meetings

Hay, $1 ton ..........
Blacksmith Unions, fl bushel .. .,

EOESBURG, Editor and

0. J.

354.

one mile and three fourths. There appear

Produce, Etc.

Apples, |2 bushel... .
H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Beans, fl bushel ......
Officeof Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, Bth
Butter, ft 1b ...........
street, near Market.
Clover seed, fMb .....
Eggs, f) dozen ......
Wago&aakeriaad Blaekialtki.
Honey, |) lb ..........

NO.

Thla apace belong* to the Woman'* long, its average width between the inner
Christian Temperance Union*
and outer eighteen foot curves being about

parfeet*.

VJTBBKLINK, J.

1

WHOLE

1878.

30,

liver

most acceptable and desirable holiday

The December number
good things, aud where
it is difficult to

is

gift.

crowded with

all is so-excellent,

discriminate. The open-

ing article is a very elaborate one on
‘‘Afghanistan, England’s new antagonist,”

by W. 8. Chase. This portion of the
globe is now regarded with grett interest,

“HACKMETACK” 0 popular and fra- these will really lead temperancelives?”
grant
perfume. Sold by D. R. Meengs, Of course no one can affirm; hut when we and the article is replete with interesting
U. S. of I.
information in regard to it. It is illusHARMONY LODGE, No 12, United Sons of H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten and J. O. remember that against the church itself trated with fifteen engravings. F. L. BenIndustry,meets at their Hull over, Krulsenga’s Doesburg.
that form of ironical questionalso comes edict’s brilliant novel, "Norman DesborStore, every Saturday evening.
V lit ting brothers cordiallyinvited.
to the lips, and that it the fallingof many ough’s Son,” ia continued,and there are
Free of Charge.
A. McDonald,President.
several completed storiesof powerful inwho have made holy vows were to vitiate
D. Van Bkuggbn, R. S.
A special invitationis extended to all an institution,that the church would it- terest. Among the other prominent papers
are, "The Buried Cities of the East— Exsuffering humanity who are afflicted with
L 0. of 0. F.
self need to be closed ; and when we re- cavations around Nineveh and Babylon”
Dyspepsia,Indigestion, Constipation, Sick
HoLLANDCity Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
Headache. Loss of Appetite, Coming up member that many of the patriots who (profusely illustrated); "Richard Brinsley
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Sheridan, " by Hemy Barton Bsker, and
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening of Food, Low Spirits,Drowsiness, Yellow take a solemn oath that they love their
‘'Washington Irving," by R. B. Kimball;
of each week
Complexion, General Debijity, Liver Com- city or nation and will faithfullyserve it,
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
"Glimpses
of Old Spain," by N. Robinplaint, Jaundice and Biliousnessto cal!
W. Bltkau, N. G.
do
plunder
and
rob
it, with those patriotic son ; “A Frightful Test,” by W. E. Mcat
Hcber
Walsh’s
Drug
Store
and
get
a
R. A. Scuouten, R. 8.
Cann, and several others we have not
Trial Bottle of Dr. King's California Gold- vows on their lips, we cannot be greatly
space to designate particularly.The misen
Compound
free
of
charge
and
note
the
F. & A. It.
amazed if a part of the Ribbon men do
cellany is remarkably comprehensive, and
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodge< speedy andwonderful effect this remedy will fall back again into the jaws of vice. The
would seem to embrace almost every conNo. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall, have ou your disease and which will show
Holland, Mich., ou Wednesday evening, Dec. you what a regular one dollar size bottle imperfection which attends many a ceivable subject.
4, at 7)9 o’clock, sharp.
The annual subscriptionis only $8,
will do. Dr. King's CaliforniaGolden preacherat his desk, and many an elder
David Bkrtsch, W. M.
Compound has not made a failure in a sin- and Christian at the communion, and postpaid, and a single copy is 25 cents.
O. Bretman. Sec'u
Each number contains 128 quarto pages,
gle instance,we therefore offer lo give it
which ruins many a Senator who has and the present one has 113 handsome ento you free before you buy, knowing that
vowed to serve his nation, follows man at gravings. Beautiful and substantial Bindiloticcs.
it sustainsour recommendation every time.
Had if not the real intrinsicmerit it would all hours, and as long as some Christians ing Cases are ready at the close of each
volume, price 75 cents. Address, Frank
be ruinous to us to make this offer.
will defraud,and some patriotssell thqif
Leslie’s Publishing House, 58, 55 & 57
votes, so long will some disciples of tem- Park Place, New York.
The undersigned, Dr. L. E Best, having
The finest 5 cent cigar in the city, and
perance fall back again to the gutter.
settled in the city of Gr«nd Rapids, offers
an elegant 10 cent cigar at the Cheap
It is understood in Washington that
his services us a Physician, Surgeon and AcWe must not demand of a temperance club
coucheur to the public at large, ana Cash Store of
a virtue which we cannot affirm of the Secretary Sherman will recommend, in
E. J. HARRINGTON.
whereas he pays particularattention to
temples of religion, tint as the church his forthcomingreport, the issue of bonds
chronic diseases, and tine surgery, he bas
Don’t forget our 40 cent Tea; Flour at moves onward, although impeded by of small denominations— ten dollars being
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in Hie

„

.

EACH BRO’S, Commission Merchants,

and
13 dealers In Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
store cor. Eighth A risk streets,Holland, Mich. 17
I)

Beatiit.

EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand offlee on Eigntb street, opposite Van Raalte’s
Shoe store.

vJ

I7URGU80N, B.

A

R. Dental Surgeon.Performs

all operationsappertaining to Dentistryin
the best style of the art. Office, over B. P Higgins’
Art Gallery.

D;up tad Midician.

¥\OKSBURG. J.O.,

Dealer in Drugs and MediOils, Brushes,Ac. Physician'sprescriptions carefnlly put up: Eighth st.

JL/ clnes, Paints and

Vf KBNG8,

D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Medis, Toilet
ill icluee, Fancy Goods,
Toile Articles and Perfumeries. River street.

special

NOTICE.

City ot Holland, on Saturday of each week, $4.25 pr. brl.,

where he can be consulted during tUe
day.

V

Drags, Medi-

cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din Biro's Family Medicines;Eighth St.

N. K. Faiubank’s tin caddy Lard can
be found at;E. J. Harrington. This is the

a large stock of salt,

For

&

A.

STEKETEE.

light, sweet, nutritions

nolbing equals the

bread ihere

NATIONAL YEAST

CAKES, manufacturedby the
Yeast Co, at Seneca Falls, N.

finest and best Lard for family use in the
sold by grocer*
Druggist A Pharmacist; a
United States.
full stock of goods appertaining
to the busgrocer for it.
iness.
For a beautiful lot of Bleached and Un-

TlfALSH HKBER.

ronton.
Vf EVER,

H. A CO., DealersIn all kinds of Furifl’ hitnre. Cnrtains, Wall Piper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Prunes, etc.: River street.

bleached Sheetings,from 1 yard wide to

2^ yards, go to

the

cheap cash

E. J.

store of

HARRINGTON.

sale at

Jettisi undtr

Qeniral Bialirt.

rAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers. In Dry

.

FI on

and

ail

corsets of different prices in large

FOX, SHIELDS & CO.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

40-iw

Goods. Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Gaps, supply, at
r, Provisions, etc.; River at.

P.

& A.

STEKETEE.

making. Particular

attention paid to fitting.

MISS

is

to encourage the investment of

in tiie public debt,
keep at home a large part of
Interest now drawn by foreign bond-

the people’s savings

the

Wattr.

holders.

to

Mr. Sherman will

said, recommend

wholesale by

colon,

object

and thus

-

generally. Ask your

Dress and Cloak
Woolen yarns and Zephyr in

temperance reform is making constant
headway, though the winds are contraiy

National and the waters rough.
Y., and

TV

For

moves on, mentioned as the smallest— and bearing
withstandingthe ship of stale is interestat the rate of 8 65 per cent., the
heavily freighted with every shape of wily proceeds to be used in redeeming outtrickster and noisy demagogue, go the^ standing 5 and 6 per cent, bonds. The
false children, as the nation
noth

P.

L. E. BEST, M. D.
Grand Rapids, Nov. 25 1878.
is

yAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in

and

very cheap, at

A. DEM MICK,
on Ninth street, between Cedar and Market streets, Holland, Mich.

General Q. A. Gilimore proposesto improve the ship channel

at the

Charlestonharbor by means

entrance of

of low jetties.

also, it is

some system of

cates for still smaller sums, which

certifi-

m$y be

obtained and accumulated by the poorer
class of savers, and converted into 8.65

It Is known that Charleston bar bas bonds whenever the sum amounts to the
little in either locationor price of a bond. In this scheme the postal

changed very

magnitude witbin the last hundred years.

money-order offices will perhaps be utilized

Measured along

as depositors for small

its crest line, or line of

least depth, the bar is about ten miles

investment In bonds.

sums intendedfor

of Spencer. Houston was for eighteen successive years, before the war, a Representative
in tho lower house of Congress.

^{i)IIiii|i( 4i<8

lietui

HOLLAND. CITY; MIOHIGAN.

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,

OUR PUNISHMENTS FOR CRIME.

but should not bo made illegal, as it acter of which on the part of a miswould
give magistrates great control, sionary have been variouslycommented
[Horatio Seymour in December Harper.]
and would do much to put an end to on by tho Australian press. An expeFOREIGN.
While Governor of this State I the bravado And swagger of disorderly
dition was at once organized, and the
Cable dispatches announce that war learned that the suffering for crime, as" boys which are so much admired by
result of the reprisals was that at least
has actually commenced between Great Britain a rule, fell not upon the offender but their weak or youthful companions.
fifty, possibly more, of the cannibals
and the' Ameer of Cftbul, and that the Indian upon his family. When I look over our
were killed, and many of the towns and
troops aro fairly in motion, their objectivepoint penal law, their titles, to my mind, read
The Problem of the Grog-shop.
plantations were destroyed. — Mell>eiug tho mountain passes on the nortnorn
between their lines : “ Acts to punish
Has not the temperancemovement in bourne Argun.
border of Afghanistan....Appalling distress
and destitution exist among tho mochanics and wives and children of those who violate this country been too exclusively a
laborers of Sheffield, England, in consequence their terms.” I was constantlyappealed
moral appeal? Has it not forgottontoo

Punch’s Advice to Travelers.
of tho business doprossion. Hundredsexist in to to pardon convicts for these reasons,
much the nature and the circumstances
tenementswithout clothing or furniture,all
On
enteringa railway carriage kick
A New. York dispatch atntes that having .beep sold br pawned to Procure food and in.fcofaie cases by (the wives qf those of tbo: evil 1 Temperance addresses are any parcels
you may find in your way„f
^ndge Hilton offers a reward of $50,000for evi- They aro without fuel, and dependent upon tho who made tho complaintsupon which largely descriptions of the effects of
and,
if
possible,
seat yourself upon a
the wrong-doer was convicted.When drunkenness. They are tragi-comedies,
dence that will secure the arrest and conviction charity of neighbors.
bonnet-box.
this
was
told
to
them,
their
answer
was
The Halifax award was paid on the
of the fire persons believedto have been enin which the speaker seeks to make his
If ladies are present insist upon lightgaged in the robbery of the Stewart vault, or bo 21st of November, Pavment was made by draft that, while that was tme, yet when the audience laugh at the antics of the
ing
a short pipe, aud close or open tho
vdfl pay $10,000 for the arrest and conviction of
hufibapdsware us jail, where they were drunkard, and cry over the broken
windows at your oWn sweet will, and
any one of them.
fed and warmed, their wives and chil- 1 heart and mined home of liis wife jand
Thomas EL .Powers, senior memboi*
— ---- - Jehag or- dren were left to starvp and freeze for ; family. This strain is varied with tliun- with regard to no one’s comfort but
dered tfwfcaDle.^
your d^n .CA u 1 /dXaJlW
, •( the Ann ofPowere & Weigbtrpan,the largest
want of
dering denunciations of “the moderate
On board the steamboat make yourIn
tt
debate
in
flie
TYench
Chamber
manufacturers of quinine in th$ United States,
There is no perfect way of dealing j drinker, ^ compared with whose msidfouH
has just died in Philadelphia,Ibivinga fortune of Deputies,tho other day, Gambetta accused
with enmo, but there is no worse way infamy the immoderate .drinker wild
: of $10, 000,00a 1 *.
>M
Do Fourtou, lajoly a meinhei*. of the ipinistry, than the system of this State. Some totally imbmtes himself is an object of
«v>»I )• Tire WEST.
of falsehood. A challenge followed,and the years ago, a lending lawyer of New York pity mthor 'than of reprobation, and
met at a convenientplace hear Paris. They
On arriving at a hotel force your way
A horrible coai-mine explosion oc- pair
wore placed, at tho Safe distance of thirty-five traveledthrough Egypt. He met the j with these are mingled chemical and out of lie. omnibus before any one else,
curred1at Sullivan, Ind:,' last week. Seven paces apart, and -exchangedshots. Of course chief of a wandering tribe of the desert, sanitary’ statistics.Tho appeal, <ljowand in your selection of u room be ns
minorM were killedoutright by the accident, and neither was hurt .Tito affair was then “amica- and, among other tilings,he told this , ever, is moral, and the remedy usually
half a.4<>3eu nw0 we so badly injured that bly adjusted^ and* twAl parties left the field wild ruler of our laws, and the ways we proposed is absolute prohibition. The unobligingto your fellow-travelers as
possible.
satisfied.
they cannot long survive.
dealt with crime. He was heard with friends of “ lic^eT&e,l,however stringentLounge about the hall smoking your
The
first
qollision
between
the
British
The regular weekly robbery of the
astonishment, and for the first time he ! ly regulated, are regarded as mere
favorite
pipe, and' stare at every lady
forces
and
tho
Afghan
is
taps
ocuurrod
on
the
Deadwood and Cheyenne coach occurred last
himself was struck With their absurdi- Laodieenns, or worse. But this unere
week near Fort Fettorman,only two road 21st of November. Tho fight was for the pos- ties. After his return he used to say moral appeal to renounce drunkenness who enters or leaves tho place. If you
agonts taking port in the job.
session of Fort Ali Musjid, which commanded that he was never so thoroughly ashamed . because it produces crime and unhappi- find a lady away frofal her fttther|husThe dramatic, company of Manager the Khybor pass. The Afghans held out man- of his country as when he was telling ness and disease is too arid. It fofgets buud or brother, grin at her.
Bully tlie waiters at the table d’hote,
McYicker, of Chicago, for the presentseason is fully, but, l»ing threatened in tho rear by a' his simple-mindedauditor what laws we tlie persons to whom it is addressed,
and
if you find a kindred spirit indulge
flanking force, they were compelled to ovacnato
ono of the best he has ever had. Several old
had upon these subjects, and how they j
conditions of their life. Cqbsethe fort and fall back toward Daka, at tho other
freely in a conversation of a stronglyfavorites have been retained, and from the East end ftf tho pass. The British less Was about we,r.?
I quently there aro the excitementand
seasoned character.
he Has added several actors of marked ability. IKU killedgnu wounded. The enemy abandoned
Wlule we may not frame perfect ays- fury of a revival, vast temporary enthuHis programme for the season will be a strong many cannons and largo quantitiesof military
On your return to the hotel late at
tems, much can be done to make a bet- si asm, and swift backsliding.
and interestingonoj embracinga number of supplies.
night shout at the top of your voice to
)er state of things -to simplify justice, j For what is drunkenness? It
in
dramas hew to Chicko. Th6 present week
It is said that eight Riissiaiidivisions, and to break up the tendency to dis- its origin the perversion of a natural your companions, to the great disturbRosedalo,” ono of tho most delightful of
modern dramas, iy(the attraction.
amounting to -120,000 m^n, will be sent into orderly conduct and to vagrancy. We j taste for social enjoyment, and it is ance of those who have retired to rest
before you.
A 0OLO88AL bronze statue of Hum- Bulgaria before the end of the year.
I cannot hope to make any marked im, most prevalent among those who
have
If you are fond of fun, alter all the
a
Adyiceh
from
India
confirm
tho
re
boldt has just boon unveiled in Tower Grove
provement in our jails. Each county the least opportunity' for such enjoyports that tho British invading columns will must have one, and its populationwill ment. When it has fixed itself upon bolts at the doors and change the numWarreh Tate, of IndianupoliR,shot not move far into Afghanistan at prasejit,hut determine the character of its place of 1 its victim, it is largely depemhtpt upon bers and hours of the “waking-up slate.”
vi.
____ • physical conditions. The usual teniper- If you have to catch an early train in
‘and killed one Love, with whom he was en- will soon go into winter qnarV* — A Madrid AnnfinomW. Those int charge
of them
the morning, be careful to arouse, by
dispatchsays that arrests continuein Barcelona,
gaged in a lawsuit Tho deed was committed
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Saragossa and elsewhere of persons implicated
in the corridor of the Circuit Court, while the in Federal intrigues.
court was in session tniug the case. The
ter
Judge fined Tate $10,000 for contempt of court

,

etc.

of the inmates will not admit of

the

habit. His home

of the ho$) [.p!*-

bare and deso-

is

Touch everything in the museums
and the preacher urges him to preand
picture galleries, and declare in
THE SOUTH.
The first change should be one that fer it to the cozy and warm and social broken French, bad German or imitaMr. P. Lawrence, of West Chazy, will allow our Judges to impose punish- 1 “ saloon.” Hitf system, enfeebled , by
The Supreme Court of Florida has
tion Italian (according to tlie country)
decided that the three precinctreturnsrejected N. Y., writes as follows to the Platts- merits other than sending the offenders‘ excess, craves the stimulant,iuid the ex- that the South Kensington treasure*,
to these common schools of vice.
! hortation is simply not to take it. He
by the Alachua County Canvassing Board are burg Republican :
beat all the foreign collections hollow.
Allow me to say a few words of theAs nothing nan bo worse than our J needs especially every kind of support
good and valid, and has issued a peremptoiy
In fact, behave like a selfish, underwrit to the board to canvass them. These pro- greatest importance to the public, present laws, there can be no harm in : and assistance and diversion, and he is
bred, ill-conditioned cad for n month or
ducts gave Bislioe a majority of 450, and, by through your journal, in regard to the towing hfw pla^s. l^e nyis^ h^yf jails, ! told to help himself. This is a relief
six weeks, and then return to England
their rejection by the Canvassing Board, elected
terrible disease diphtheria, which fs as there are cases when the safety of which forgets the nature of the disease,
Hull (Democrat).
to lose your individualityin some small
raging with great destruction of fives society makes it necessary to lock men ! That of itself suggests the remedy. The
city office, or post of a menial character,
• Maj. Elias Hector, ono of the oldest throughout the county. It has raged
up. But, jus a rule, other restraints can drunkard seeks social enjoyment illicit- until the time arrives for your annual
and most prominentcitizens of Arkansas, is
here to a fearful extent, quite a large bo used Avhiok will cheek, .not teach, ly. Supply it to him lawfully,show
outing next year.
dead.
number of cases proving fatal.
crime. Our laws allow only two punish- him that he can gratify his natural
WASHINGTON.
There is a family here by the mime of ments to be inflicted for minor offenses 1 tastes without shame to himself or harm
Her Name.
Secretary Sherman estimates that Light, who moved hero from Rochester —fines or imprisonment — and these to his family or society. Give to the
She was baptized Anna Eliza, and
the amount of permanent annual appropriations this season. Mrs. Light said to some must be imposed without regard to age, weak system, which craves “ a little
often she sighed that her name was not
needed for the fiscal year ending Juno IK), 188ii, of the noighlwrs that previous to mov- sex, conditionor circumstances.The something,” a little something that will
Maud Ethel or something of that fine
will be $145, ftW, 4:18; appropriationsother than ing hero she had an attack of diphlaw demands these, it matters not what cheer and not inebriate. The drunkard
sort. “ What’s the matter with Anna
permanent,$12H,lff7.81ti: total, $‘J75,137,‘i50.
theria and cured herself by the use of moral' or material mischief they may do. knows the misery that drunkenness proThis is a reduction of $5,551,545 from the estiEliza? ’’asked her plain, matter-of-fact
kerosene oil as a gargle, swallowing As a rule, fines inflict distress on duces, for he is its victim. He does not
mates of IStflL
mother one day. “ The matter is,” re_____ y-. families aud friends, while jails are a
wish to hear of that. The incipient plied tho dissatisfied daughter, “ that
The followingare said to be the es- some; but the remedy was so- simple
that our citizens didn’t think anything I gateway to a course of wickedness which drunkard knows it also. What they
sential points in Secretary Sherman’sresumpso long as I bear my present name I
of itnntilfive of Joseph Jelley’s children leads to the State prisons. For these want is something to take the place of
might as well earry my heart on my
tion programme
were taken down with the diphtheria. reasons no punishments are inflicted drunkenness, something that will help sleeve. Everybody discovers my se1. United States notes will be redeemed at the
New York sub-treasury in pold or silver coin, at the Their throats became swollen and until the offendershave grown into har- them to help themselves. If all the
crets; my inmost thoughts are seen at a
option of the holder of notes, without limitationas cankered terribly. Mrs. JelW sent afdened criminals who excite no sympa- money that is yearly given to support glance by all with whom I come in con- f
to amount.
thy. There is no power to deal in a talking upon the subject were devoted tact." “ What on earth do you mean? ”
2. LeRal-tender botes of a specialissue of lanpt ter her neighbor, Mm. Milliette, who
denominationswill bo delivered in place of gold had lately lost a son by tho disease,to right way with the first step in crime, to doing something in the way suggestinquired the astonishedmother. “ I
certificates, and there will be no further issue of
ascertain whether it was really diph- with acts of mingled error and wrong- ed, the “ liquor interest"would be congold certificates.
mean preciselywhat I say,” answered
8. Holders of notes who prefer gold instead of
theria or not. Mrs. Milliette pronounced doing. It has been my duty to look fronted with something that it would
the (laughter between her sobs.
nilverwill obtain gold, and the treasury will not
it diphtheria in a very’ dangerous form. into a great number of such cases, and fear. " Holly-Tree"inns upon a great
force upon the holder of note* tho kind of legal
“ Every friend aud acquaintance I have
Mrs. Jelley said she would use Mrs. I have given much thought and study j and general scale, “ public eoffee- finds it easy to Annalize me.” The
tender coin that is not desired.
• 4. Legal-tenders,even without the enactment of Light’s remedy— kerosene oil— which to our statutes with regard to them. : houses-” like those in Liverpool, neighmother's heart was not touched, but,
any law affirmativelyauthorizing it. will be every
she gave her children as a gargle, also Next to moral arid religious influences, borhood clubs which would develop and judging from the way she reached for
where received or customs dues.
5. Silverdollarswill tic received for legal tenders had them swallow some. Tho children we must rely upon the wisdom of our illustrate tho neighborly sympathy
her slipper, tho girl was.— .4 bang Jouror national-tank notes in multiples nt $l,lKKi nt any
recovered rapidly,and in a few days laws with regard to youthful offenders. which is not now suspected,and the sup- nal.
aub-treamiry br national hank Which is a United
State* depository,thy expense ot transportation to were out on the street.
It is comparatively an easy matter to posed absence of which is most misbe paid by the mint.
Another neighbor by the name of deal with grave crimes.
chievous— all these and similar enterA girl in St. Joseph, Mo., went to a
GENERAL.
Lusia, railroad traekmaster at this place,
The first step toward reform is to give prises would be a temperance move- drug store to buy arsenic with which to
The National Type-Founders’Asso had three children taken with diphthe- magistratesa right, within certain lim- ment which would aid the moral appeal kill herself. The clerk happened to
ria, and cured them with kerosene oil.
its, to direct such punishments as they and the sanitary argument with those know that she had quarreled with her
elation met at Cleveland, Ohio, la-it week, to
William Emery had four children shall see are best fitted to reform wrong- ! social sympathies and supports which lover, and he guessed her purpose. He
arrange rates for the future. A slight reductaken down, and gave kerosene oil and doers. They have, all the facts before I sre indispensable to the prosperity of gave her corn starch instead of arsenic,
tion in tho price of tvpo was decided upon
them, and best know what is just and 1 the work.— “F(b7o7*V Easy Chair," in and hurried out to tell her lover. Tho
The twelfth annual session of the National they recovered.
Grange. Patrons of Husbandry, lias just been
Robert Gillette was taken with it, and 1 right in each case. This will not give Harper's Magazine for December.
lover repented having grieved the girl,
hold at Richmond, Va. Twenty-five Stiles cured himself with kerosene
, them undue powers, but it will take
went to her house, found her lying on a
were representedby eighty delegate*. Reports
Eaten by Cannibals.
John Reynolds, of Ingraham, had .1 away pretexts for not doing their duty,
sofa waiting in vain to die of a dose of
of officers representthe order in a flourishing
daughter aud nit^e cured by kerosene 1 Now they must fine, or imprison, or
Intelligencehas been received from corn starch, and made up with her.
condition throughout the country.
oil after they were given up for death | discharge. In many cases either of the Island of New Britain cf the mas: Some time ago Charles W. Angell, of
by tho doctor.
these courses is unsuitable,and many sacre of native Wesleyan mission
THE MARKETS.
Chicago, treasurer of tho Pullman Palace Car
George Gillette had three children wrong-doers go free, for to enforce law agents, who were set upon and murCompany, ran away with over $100,000 of that
NEW YORK.
taken with tho same disease very bad, would only make things worse.
dered, and their bodies eaten by the
corporation’sfunds. News has lately been reBkkveh ...........................
$7 00 @ 9 50
and
they
were
cured
with
kerosene.
mountain
tribes.
The
Wesleyan
Church
This state of things is full of evil.
Hook ..............................
8 10 (<* 3 40
ceived of his arrest in Portugal, aud that $80,What is most astonishing is that not If magistratescould bind them out to in Australiadirects and supports evan- Cotton ............. .............. Ofc,
000 of the stolen money was captured with him.
Flouh— Huperflue ..................3 30 @ 8 fi.
THfc Marquis of Lome, tho future a single case where they used kerosene do work, or direct the minors to be gelistic operations in the Friendly Wheat— No. .....................1 05 ($1
44 («) 4H
oil has proved fatal. Tho remedy is chastised by parents or guardians or islands, the new colony of Fiji, Samoa, Cons— WeHtem Mixed ..............
Governor General of Canada, landed at Halifax,
Oath— Mixed .......................
30
simple
aud
certainly cheap, and always suitable persons, many would be saved the lone island of Rotumah, and the
in tlie ateamor Sarmatioo,on the IMth of NoRyk— Western .....................
58 (ft 68)*,
group
of
islands
of
which
New
Britain
at
hand
in
all
‘families
throughout
the
from
the
moral
leprosy
which
infects
Pouk-Mokh .......................7 50 ((§ 7 05
vember, aud was received with appropriate
Laud ..............................
6)4$ O'*
ceremonies.
, our jails. Such or like punishments and New Ireland are the largest. The
CHIC '.GO.
would be inflicted,and there would be mission is under the charge of the Bkkvf.r— Choice Graded SteerH ...... 4 50 @ 5 00
A court of inquiry will meet in ChiBurglars ami Defaulters.
Cowh and Hclfera ........ 2 00 $ 3 00
no excuse for letting offenders escape. Rev. George Brown, who resides himcago next month for tho purpose of investiMedium to Fair .......... 3 50 (£* 3 75
The
amount
of
loss
inflicted
on
our
self
on
one
of
the
Duke
of
York
group
Magistratesshould have, in addition
gating the conduct of Maj. Reno in tho affair
Hook ............................. 1 75 $ 3 (15
of the Little Big Horn, whore Custer and his banks by burglars is really small when to their present powers, the same right j of islands. Eight of the teachers had Flour— Fancy White Wiute-rEx .... 4 75 (ft 6 00
Good to Choice Spring Ex. . 4 1)0 Ml 4 50
command were slaughtered.... A Chilian cor- compared with that duo to internal of control over vagrants,disorderly per- 1 expressed their wish and determinaWheat— No. 2 SprinK ..............84 y* 85
vette having seized an American ship for load- fraud. There has been, indeed, sons and habitual offenders which tion to visit tho interior tribes
No. 3 SprinK ..............70 <!* -Jl
ing guano 00 the coast cf Patagonia,in violaduring my own memory,
series parents or guardians have over their of New Britain. They divided into Corn-No. ........................ 82 I5t 1 33
tion of the sovereign rights claimed by Chili
Oath — No. .......................
20 (It 21
over that country and its only known commer- of defalcations in the banks of children or wards. The fact that they 1 two bands, in order to cross the Rye -No. 2 ...... .................
44 (ft 45
92
cial product, a diplomatic disturbance, if not of this city which would make a burg- belong to these classes should bo judi- ’ islands at different part*. Four of ; Barley- No. ....... ..............
. ^ ft)
something worse, is expected.
lar’s mouth water, since in but one case cially decided after ft certain number of them started from Blanche bay, and
$ $ %
18
was there any punishment. Here are a convictions. When they are thus en- tho other four made the northern
Puiik— 5Mchh .......................6 00 (<i 8 00
,/ POLITICAL.
few figures
rolled in these classes, they should have of the island their point of departure. Laud ..............................
MILWAUKEE.
A “ Washington dispatch says “the American Exehansre Rank, paying teller... .$ 5*0,000
no right to vote at any election. As The Blanche bay party returned next Wheat— No. .....................
88
99V,
Fulton
Bank,
raxliier'*
non...i
.............
Ofi.OdO
Committee on Elections in the next House will
No. 2 ..................... 83 (fi
Ocean Rank, paying teller.. ..............;*0,IKKJ our laws now stand, notoriousoffenders, day to their point of departure. The
Cobs— No. .......................
82
33
have a groat deal of work to do. It is already Grown* Bank. aeslHtantmliier ............ Ikl.neO
who do no honest work, who can only other four teachers also reached the Oath — No. ........................ 2<i y) 21
known that contests will be made from nine Trade* man 'a Bank, twokkoeper ............. 40.1 HO
plateau
in
safety,
interviewed
the
naBra-No. ............... ........ 43
44
Mercliun'H’Exchange Bank, cashier........ (Vti.OOO live in immoral ways, are held tq be inStates. In view of the remarkably close vote City Bank, bookkeeper.../. ........ ...... 400.000
Baulky- No. ..................... 83
84
nocent persons,when they
are arrested, tives and were entertained for the night
~
ST.
LOUIS.
in a number of distri .•ts, and thq informality of
The entire capital of tho Atlantic until the formal, technical and some- 1 in One of the towns. A chief named W’heat— No. 2 Red Fall — ....... 88
89
certificates,tho Clerk of the House will have a
30 (ft 31
very responsible duty in making tin the roll of Bank ($J0l),000) was embezzled by its timeq expensive proofs aro furnished i Talili, who lived on the low land, but Cons— Mixed ......................
Oath-No. 2..... ...... .......... .. 18 <ft 19
the next House of Representatives.
cashier, and this was the only instance that they are guilty of practices which who had influence in the interior, sent
Bra ...........................
.... 43
44
A Lieutenant of, police has been in which a sentence was incurred. The there is a moral certainty they indulge t ft message to the town in which the un- Pobk— Mcaa..., ...................7 25 t‘5 7 45
Laud.., ...........................
5)$<ft
found guilty, in the United States Court at Cin- Bank of the State of New York lost in. This is right when they arfe ac- fortunateteacherswer6 lodged for the
CINCINNATI.
cinnati. of violating the Federal Electionlaws $500,000by the fraud rif its officers, who ensed of grave crimes. But there is no night, boseeohing tho tribe to kill them. WuEAT-Red ..... .................85
95
by interferingwith a Supervisor in tlie dis- retained the plundet tilth perfect im................
2 **
hardship in putting such persons into When the doomed men left the village Cobn.......
charge of his duties.
Oats ............................... 22 <ft 25
munity.- Neiv York letter.
that state of wardship in which the law the next morning the people followed, Rye ............................... 49
50
Following is the official vote of Illi8 26
places all persons who are under the and, calling upon all whom they met Pork-Mom .......................8
New Men in Congress.
Lard .............................. 7
nois at the late election: Superintendent of
age of 21 years, or who are afflictedwith working in the plantations by the way
TOLEDO.
Public Instruction—Slade, Republican,2t 8,5511;
Tho New York Herald counts 148 disordered minds. Should disorderly to join them in the deed of blood, at Wheat — No, 1 White ...............98 fl 99
No. 2 Red ................ 97
Etter. Democrat. 171,355; Hall, National, Democrats elected to Congress, and
morals be more leniently dealt with length fell npon the unarmed, nnsuspi- Coe’s ...........
..............,.w 34
85.50? * Kate L Hopkins, Prohibition,2,288. says: “Of the 148 Democrat* elected
cious
teachers
and
slew
them
in
savage
Oath-No.
....................
.... 23
than disordered intellects?
State Treasurer— Hraito, Republican, 215JJB2;
53 are new men. Of the 133 RepubliDETROIT.
There is no danger in giving magis- fashion, The bodies woro cut qp, and
-Creukrite, Democrat. 170, Vll; Bates. National,
Flour— White .....................4 40
65,883;Gorin, Prohibition; 2,11)2 Tlie Drain- cans elected 5 1 are new men. This ex- trates the power over habitualoffenders the pieces sent here av.d there to the
Wheat-No. 1 White ...............96
age amendment to the- constitutionreceived cludes men who have served in previous
No. 1 AmW.’.V.'f
...... 93
which parent^ And guftrilians have over different towns, where they were cooked
21*%7tW vote*,, ?ud ia therefore injopted.
88
Congresses, such as Gen. Hawley in minots— that of making them work, of apd eaten witfh cannibal ceremony and Corm— No. .......................
Oat*—
Mixed,.. .....
..... ... 23
The official vote for,, Governor in ConnecticutThe eight Grocnbackors binding them out, -and of locking them dt&gfht. 'The bbject 6f thus distribut- Barley (per eeutal)
/^j
.. j. . 1 00
Kausas is as follows: Bt. John, Republican, arq all. new men, and the Forty-sixth up; and, in the c«*o of lohildten, having ing the bodies watf'fb implicate a tyxgo Pork— Moaa..
....... 8 BO
EAST LIBERTY,PA.
72,388; Goodin, Democrat, 38,785; Mitchell, Congress will have, therefore, 115 new
them chastisedrather than sent to jails. number of towns in the’ xhasSacre—a Cattu:— Be8t.....,.i,;..V>...7 ...... 4 50 0 4 62
Groenbackor, 28,033.
members out of a total of 203. Twenty- There is no reason to fear that this pun- customary device of savages. The Rev.
Fair ......................
« 45 (ft 4 20
Comnion ..... ...... .... 8 00 1*8 49
George 8. Houston boa been elected one of the 53 new Democrats aro from ishment will l#» used too often or too Mr. Brown, on hearing of the massacre,
Hoob...!.
......... \U... 2 00. @8 09
United States Senator from Alabama, in place Northern States.”
8 00
harshly. It would rarely be applied, adopted very severe reprisals, the char- ! hheep
Diphtheria and Its Cure.
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READING.

doctrinesand the mental and spiritual
power brought to bear upon those ideas
of better quality. The ages of Henry
VIU. and of Louis XIV. surpassed our
century in the bulk of their confessions
of faith, but not any great doctrines
stood out before thpir mind and heart.
Those Kings possessedno adequate idea
jettej offting. |
nlled up their little intellects and yet
smaller hearts.
In the higher courts of Jsfw^tha/ lawyer and tliat Judge are esteemed greatest w1m> cau beni grasp the essential

Thank Hgiving Hymn.
God of the rollingyear ! To Thee
Our Hong shall rise. Whose bounty ponra,
In

many

goodly gift, with free
And liberalhand, our autumn stores;
No firstlings of our flock we slay,
No soaring clouds of incense rise,
But on Thy hallo wed vs brine we lay
Our hearts in grateful sacrifice.
a

mi*

LOST
mr
It’H ffreen

.

.

.
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,

'
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>-tv 1

Are singing allver clear;
atop and wait andhsten;
They draw my aoul no near; i
But I'm hark'nlng tot a dearer—
A voice more fond and true—
Oh Lizzie,my lost Lizzie,
' It’s long I’ve looked for you.
I

;

.

HUH up and down I wander,
With love and longing vain;

much worn with
constant use.' ' They suffer like the
so great, that they are

I

cannot find

my

darling.

And weary is my pain;
The wood-sideand the meadow—
The busy streetsall through—
Oh Lizzie, my lost Lizzie,

j

shrines of the greatest saints, where the
pavement is worn away by the feet of
It's long I'vo looked for you.
the numberless pilgrims who repair
My flower has closed Its petals
thither to kiss the sacred marble and
And bowed It* lovely head;
breathe a prayer. Saints of little merit
Mv bird has hushed its music—
My darling— she is dead
are not so injured by human affection.
But the treasure earth has taken
words “true in substance,”
In heaven I'll find anew—
Oh Lizzie, my lost Lizzie,
“substantially true,” are the shrine
It’s there I'll look for you.
toward which the religious thought of
GREAT
LABOR-SAVING
INVENTION.
scissors for many generations, viz.:
our era tends in its pilgrimage, and it
PITH AND POINT.
How to exterminate the exchange
will wear the marble away, and even the
(ico. W. I’eck’H Self-Raking, Stem-Winding,
fiend, the man who steals exchanges
lips of this saint, in its devotion. The
Does it hurt a joke to crack it?
Itreech-Loudlng,Lock-Stitch,Stem- Wheel,
when you are busy writing. The editor
“ cloud of doubt ” will perhaps be folSeven-Octave, Non-Explosive, UaKc-Hurocr,
Kidnapping— Infancy in slumber.
cau have a machine sitting in his office.
lowed by a day when a mighty multiAutomaticUrchin-Chastiser,and Combined
A well-read officer— General nows.
tude will declare that the story of . Hair-Comb, EditorialProtector,Hash-Cut- In place of the hand of Providence, we
screw
on
a
cast-iron
fist,
weighing
7(H)
The feathered tribes— The Indians.
Christ, the story of heaven and hell, are
ter, Hecfotcak-rounder,
AfodHtant Educapounds.
If
you
desire
to
simply
maim
substantially true— that these doctrines
tor, Etc.
A Syracuse man mils his wife “Poor
the fiend for life, you work the treadle Rule,” because she won’t work more
cannot be modified in such a way as to
This is an age of invention,and there
offer to virtue any discouragement, or is no knowing what a day may bring mildly, and merely mash his eye out, than one way, and usually not that.
and italicize his nose and break his
to sin any hope. There is, indeed, a
forth. Prominent educators have for
A great curiosity— The woman who
form of unbelief that is ruinous. It is years racked their brains and consumed jaw-hone. But if he is an old offender,
can drive a nail without hitting her finnot the doubt of a religious soul, but midnight oil to devise some method and you want to make an example of
ger nine times out of a possible ten.
the proud denial of all Christian and whereby the youthful student,the ur- him, you keep treading, and the pile
One of the saddest and most vexatious
religious .tenets. Of this .I . a.m aotl ] chin with thick-soled pantaloons,could driver will come down on him like a
trials that come to a girl when she marPresident
on
a
Postmaster,
and
break
speaking but rather of that kmd-of m- ; be chastisedas the gravity of his offense
every bone iu his body, and flatten him ries is that she has to discharge her
tellect which gathered around Chnst , migbt demand, without inflicting a more
mother and depend upon a hired girl—
and mingled their doubts with love. I Severe punishment upon the ladv teach- as thin as one of Colfax’s vindications.
1

’

meadow,

The songs of early warlfii ra

stantially true” are in law so valuable,

Safe iu Thv care the landscape o’er
Our Hocks and herds securely stray;
No tyrant master claims our store,
No ruthless robber rends away;
No fierce volcano's withering shower.
No fell simoon, with poisonousbreath;
No burning suns, with baleful power,
Awake the fiery plagues of death.

the

j

meaning of a law, or a will, or a piece of
evidence. And hence the words “sub-

Here wait a titled lord's behest;
But many a fair and peaceful home
Hath won Thy peaceful dove a guest;
No groves of palm our fields adorn,
No myrtle shades or orange bowers.
But rustling meads of golden coni.
And fields of waving grain, are ours.

*down

o.

the brook boeide;
I've found the earliest ilowntvt
Theaunnywoodlandshide;
But I'm search a# tor a blossom—
i he fhireat o'er ureV—
Oh Lixzio,my lost Lizzie,
Ifs long I’ve looked for, you.

j

No menial throng. !n princely dome,

c. r.

It's itrten

:

Borae on Thy broath, fio^an ot
,
;
Wan heaped with many a blooming flower;
And smiling summer joyed to bring
The sunshine and the gentle nhower J -7
And autumn’s rich luxuriance now.
The ripening seed, the bursting shell,
The golden she^f and laden bough,
The fullneiw of Thy bounty tell. -? ,

LIZZIE.

•

!

The

'

And here shall rise our song to Thee,
Where lengthened vale and pastures lie,

I

And streams go singing wild and free,
Beneath a blue and smiliug sky:
Where ne’er was reared a mortal throne,
Where crowned oppressors never trod.
Hero, at the throne of Heaven alone.
Shall man iu reverence how to God.

1

i

!

Doubt.

'

SERMON BY PROF. DAVID SWING, OF
CHICAGO.
* * • We

.

arc all the ofTnprliiK of

doubt.

Thus “doubt,” instead of being an ima form of Antichrist, is often
only the effort of a new era to find the
deeper and the better meaning of its
popular religion. The Prof. Smith who
is under indictmentfor heresy on account of the article on the Bible which
ho composed for an encyclopedia is full
of doubts, but also of true Christian
piety, and the Canon Farrar, who has
been attempting to find a doctrine about
hell which will at once harmonize with
piety or

.

r

|

Burlington Hawk-Eye. 1
AS A HASH CUTTER.
The two disciples who journeyed toward j er’s hand tlum upon the child. PreArms of Precision.— Scene, sham
Emmarus after the crucifixion, in whose | ^0U8 the invention of this machine,
To transform the machine into a
fight,
Aldershot. (Brigade Major (to
rnmcl wa* the perfect memory of Jesus, | principals of schools have wept to see Lash cutter, it is only necessary to unofficerof artillery)— “If you fire by the
joint
the
hand,
and
put
in
its
place
an
who hud. seen the crucifixion, and who , their assistantsgo around with their
were now walking along only five miles I nrms in a BHng from (he effects o{ pun. ordinary chopping-knife^ and set the compass due south, at a range of two
reason and with Christ, contains spiritu- from the spot where the cross had ishing 8oholar8. In many instancesex- machine to running. (Of course it is miles, the enemy must retire l "—Punch.
ality to an unusual degree; and the stood gave way to unbelief, and said l cei]ent teachers, who loved their oall- understood that the boy should bo re“Please give me your definition of a
Dean Stanley, whose eloquence of they /md Zioperf that Christ had conle j
i,een compelled to resign their moved and a piece of beef hoisted in its cautious man. A bet is pending. John.”
thought and language is famous, can
bCe„Kl?f ,Th>8
cWluci positipns, and get married, because place, unless you are fond of boy hash.) A cautious man, John, is a man who will
equal Smith and Farrar in doubting the now hlls he land. Their doubts are they had too much on their hands, We have testimonialsfrom some of the tell a red-headed woman that her hair
Christian formulas of the past. In the not radical as those of the two disci- 1 The matter has been discussed at the best hotels in the State, where our is auburn. If you win, send the cigars
mere fact that there are “doubters ” in pics, but, like theirs, they are full of af- various institutes,and it had been al- machine has been used ns a hash cutter, along.
the church, one may find no cause for fection and piety. These will be the most decided to adopt capital punish- and they all unite in pronouncingit the
A Kentucky farmer writes to the loalarm, for this quality of the human first to catch the truth when it shall ment, instead of the time-honored tak- most successfulaid to the dissemination cal newspaper, complaining of the low
at least,
love it ing KL-iu»n
mind has followed humanity in all it? come,’ .or,
'
. the ones to
-across the
me kiicc,
knee, when
wiien me
the inventor of meat that has lost its charm for price of dairy products, and adds : “ I
many wanderings. The doubting ones moat deeply when it skull have been | of this machine stepped in. and, by the qoarders that they ever saw. Only one shall not sell my eggs for 8 cents a dozen
immediately on Christ’s coming reap- revealed The mind which has no dm- j jimple device above illustrated,has accident has occurred thus far. At a —it don’t pay for the wear and tear of
peared and stood around Him, just as trust is too dull to catch any early trace saved the lives of many valuable young Madison hotel, the proprietor had been the hen.”
they had stood by the altars of Greece of heavens misty
chastisingone of the dining-room girls
j ones. The heart of the inventor was
A Western paper apologizes thus:
in the form of Socretes,or by the altars
Let us reuew hastily the reflections touched at seeing a frail schoolma’am, with the machine, and stepped out to “In place of ‘Mayor N. was tight last
of Rome in the form of Cato and Tully. awakened b.V he o d words that some ^t)l ilpr right hand swelled op to the see a man, leaving the girl hoisted on
evening beyond a doubt,’ please read,
They followed the Roman Catholic doubted. The doubt will always at- : siz0 of n canvas hnmi from ftgitati
the ice tongs. The cook took the maMayor N . was right,’ etc. The composchurch and modified it; they broke off tend the human race, because the future i,ov wt() ha(i wioteiliv placl.(1 a piece of chine to cut some meat for hash, and
itor that did the mischief has been asked
a branch and planted it and grew Pro- hfeis not a demouBtmtea renkty; but clapboardinside of 'his trowserloons, forgot to take the girl down, and she
to remove himself.”
testantism; another branch and grew out of doubt will coraoii pelpetua study . when he knew that the teacher was on was cut finer than mustard-seed.One
When a man is hanging by his toes
Methodism ; they separated the church and a marching of the host from the less ! the war path after him. He was a bad of the boarders was the first to discover
from
a cornice of a high building, and
from the state in some lands; they have rue to the more true: it will <mt down boTi nml will probabiY {etc]l llp in Con. the tragedy. He got a piece of earring
expects
momentarily to drop, nothing
separated the Bible from the exact
the hrst wilderness,not to make a des- 1 grPR.s,
. The teacher 'was weeping, „u«
and on his plate, and immediately gave the
ces; they are even Hanging over the ert. but to open up rich fields of fnuts | Sflving she W0Tlld becnS9e(1 if ghe fli(ln.t alarm, but it was too late. The funeral so completely reassuresand thoroughly
satisfies him as the sudden discovery
old picturesof eternal torments to find, ! uud grains; it will lessen the quantity j nm that hov through a threshing wa- was largely attended. These accidents
that he is safely at home in bed.
if possible, a truer outline of that life j of notions to be believed, but it will inii,efore she got through with him. need not occur, if the manipulator of
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survive The idea at once struck the inventor the machine uses ordinary caution.
The Nation thinks that a part of the
There is no end to the differentuses drill of every girls’ school ought to be
at last cast the wicked. Instead of being | it* analvsis;it will take humanity up in i that a machine could be constructed
a vice, doubt has often been a most calm ' ds kind arms, and bear it away from the 1 f,]mt would tan the jacket, as it were of to which the machine can he put. Any- the reception,by a wife in an old gown,
and a most holy meditation.Men call loth'1' to place it up amid the “ snbstanyoung Modoc, and von gee the Ve- thing that requires a strong horizontal to a dinner of corned beef and cabbage,
it a “cloud,” and those who walk in it lind.Y true” of the two Testaments; it suit of careful thought and study in the motion, can be done better by machin- of an unlooked-for guest, thoughtlessly
confess it to be a cloud. Those fixed in I " ill combine righteousnessand affeetion maciiiiie before you.
ery, and this machine will till a want brought home by a reckless husband.
ideas and in established sects turn pale ' "ith its tears, and then what it lacks in
long felt. But it is ns an urchin chasAn appreciative mind can throw a
or grow angry at it as portending de- seeing it will make up in patient wait- 1 Tl_
tiser that its principal merit lies, and in
world
of pathos into a very ordinary
struction, but oftentimes this “cloud” hig. It expects no perfect vision here. | >>nat a change. Instead of dreading which its owner expects to amass a forthas burst in a shower of blessingsand It lias no hope of peeing the universe , t*1? kisk of punishing scholars,and une. It is not only in the school-room statement. “Yes," said she, leaning over
has been followed by a sunshine falling from the low valley of man’s life: it will ijjsmvering at the prospect of blistered that the machine can be utilized, but in the fence, in communion with a neighbor, “she is dead. She died just os she
in a new sweetness on “fields arrayed in wait until death shall bear the soul to a i hmids, the teacher can enjoy the per- the family. Any family that has thirtygot
torn up to clean house. It it terriheight that shall redouble a thousand i form once, and look forward to the hour five or forty children can make a maliving green.”
times the breadth of the horizon be- for doing up the day’s ^spanking with a chine pay for itself in a year, and the ble.”
It may indeed be necessary for any
feeling of pleasure and gladness, and work can be done much more satisThere is no poet but Burns. Col.
given sect to ask a “doubter” to with- neath the once-clouded feet.
Not hm! not hero! not where the BparklinR waters the frown formerly stereotyped on the factorily. Where families are smaller,
Ingersollis right. It is only the heart
draw from its organization, because each
Fade into mo kinn sands as we nraw near:
face of the average schoolma’am gives several can club together and own one
that is born in poesy and swathed in
church is built for the spread of certain Whore in the wilderness each footstep falters
place to an angelic smile. She seats in partnership,and some one can be apI shall bo satisfied—but, oh! not here.
noetic tire tliat could sing
.....
definite ideas; and, if a member of the
herself at the instrument, with a dime pointed to chastise a whole neighbor- Now dauK the jdeuob that caaed the dyke-aide kail,
body desires to spread contradictory
Ye nu hae tint tlie lueikleatirkie drown;
novel in her hand, after placing the hood. The invention of this machine
ideas, he certainly should feel that he
Ae lippen iouk ffa< d coutble ilk the wail.
Seeing Under Water.
condemned urchins in a row within opens a field for the unemployed by An’ meal pock dinj? the mild Ians shaftedapnno.
must sow these notions in some other
Vision under water is attended with reach
___
____
........
of the _____
hoisting apparatus,
or ice- which they can make a good living. —HurUnfftOn Hntvk-Eue.
field. A church is much like a firm
111 some peculiar consequences— the result j tongs; she smiles, touches the snatch“ Do you mean to say positively,madThose female book agents can buy a
formed for a social purpose. If a mem
-----.?* of what is termed “internal” reflection. ! brake with her foot, and the doomed machine and mount it on a wheelbar- am,” said a lawyer to a witness,* “that
her of the fu-m 18 found withdrawing 1.18
placed under perfectly still nrehin i» hmnohed into-if not eternity,
row, and go about from house to house, the person referred to never left his nacapital from the business of the firm ,
for instance, the eye of a he will think so before that hand lets
doing
jobs that any mother would be tive village after the day of his marand is giving his thought and money to
diver, will see external objects only up on him. With a smile playing over glad ti> pay a quarter to get off her riage ?” “Ido.” “ How do you know
some house located elsewhere,or some
through a.<rirgularaperture,as :it$ ^e|o, her features she works her tiny hoof hands.— Georpe iP.Pu/c in Milwaukee he never did?” “ Because ! saW'hnn
other rival business, the papers of partof ^idegi'ees.bo ndnu^sfliMl^WcAml^and the avenging hand descends, the Sun.
buried in the village grave-yardthe
nership should bo giren up by this iWin diameter Qverhpa<fc Jint^all injects boy says his “u^|J,lAyj#&C
and
**V'
mix* the
mu
same fifternbon.”1 I/jjq* «
creant one. It' must be thus with down to the horizon will be visible
. A Dog mul a Tig.
old' machine works as though endowed
churches. They must not be guilty of
this space— Uiose near tlie liorizon be- with life, liberty and the pursuit of
There i» a .log ataTamio ami nteo
‘J1*
suicide. But, while this general truth
ing much distorted and contracted in happiness. [Care should be taken not young pig, and these tiro afford a
conventioi
is clear, it will often he a matter of quesdimensions, especiallyin height. Be- to
work the machine
too rapidly
at first, oils example of animal sagacity and con- 1 • w
__________
_______
r_v
U' the chai*
tion both with the “doubter” and his
yond the limits of this circle will be as it may make it hot— for the boy. Or fideuce in the bona tides of each other.
, the^uetjljottwas .on •adjourmD
associates whether his “doubts” are
seen the bottom of the water, and all it
......
0___ tetesrope
_______
_______ rnenin-' These two animals live at the native pah for
might
tfls ^
spinal
, 0He„ m J[‘lV0r»»y yei
grave enough to justify a withdrawal
chair wa
subanueous objects reflected am} as ^gitis, with fatal results. Any teacher
— 1-~- on the opposite side of Tapuaeliarura, cPn^*mi^e .V no' ^
W1
from a brotherhood full of usefulness
unanimous
rc
vividly depicted as by direct vision ; can work it all jught after perchance and the dog discovered some happy abou^to announce the
and of mutual happiness. The necesand, in addition, the circular space ! killing a few scholars of the cheaper hunting grounds on the other side, and suit, when he noticed tho room wa
sary withdrawal of a thousand men.from
above mentioned will appear surround- 1 kind.] It will- Only ’tiike a moment of informed the pig. The pig, being only empty. /
as many sects would not warrant the inThkt were waitring 'round the hall-room gay,
ed with a rainbow of faint but delicate treading to make any ordinary boysorry 2 months old, informed the dog that he
Made bright with lights and mirrors fine;
ference that the Christian world was
colors. In the eyes of fishes, the hu- he enlisted, when he can be dropped could not swim across the river, which,
She tuned her face from his away:
falling to ruin under the blows of this
“ Pray, what's the matter darling,mliw?
mors being nearly of the refractive , and the next can be snatched. A whole at that spot, debouches from the lake,
Has wj at I've said given Ujec offense*
skepticism.The1 only inference must
density of the medium in which they school pan be spknked iu fifteen min- amt that in time he hoped to share ad- 1 Ha* aught I've done estranged thy heart?
be that churches formed for a definite
Turn not from me your sweet fare hence,
live, the action of bringing the raj's to ! uteiT if the teacher is anything of a ventures with his canine friend. The
purpose may exclude the men who disI caunot. cannot from thee part!”
a focus on the retina is almost entirely treader. We make different-sized ma- dog settled the difficulty.He went in
‘•How foolish.Fred, you know I’m fond,
regard the purpose. A church that reperformed by the crystalline lens, which , chines, suitable for the primary depart- to the river, standing up to his neck in
And os we pass you pier gloss bright
quires a dress of drab should ask him to
I only look from yon ts‘yond
is nearly apherical^dof small radius . ment, the intermediate,the High School, water, and crouched down ; the pig got
To see if my new drew hang* right!”
withdraw who dresses in black or white.
and the State Uni* on liis back, claspinghis neck with liis
in cpriparisoHwiti; t^^ibStiiMhetenlthe
Normal
Aside, therefore, from the dnty or priviivwsht;
A bright Ifttle Shoreham (Vt.) boj
forelegs. The dog then swam across,
lege of sects •« religion^ skepticism may
thus carrying his chum over. Regular- who had been engaged in combat wit]
go on, and, instead of being an injury to
another boy some time ago, was reprove*
lecan ly every morning the two would in this
'TiSffleWe,5
! The.....
ease
Christianity, it may be only the invisiIn 1792 the CToiwii jeweJs of
ulluull;I way go across and forage around Tapu-' by his aunt, who told him he ought a]
another
ble anus of God carrying the world away
£howu m the Exposition, were stolen ; will convince the rea^Tat it is almost aeluu-ura, returning fco the pah at night; ways to wait until the other boy “pitches
from a good creed to a dreed far better. Two of the men concerned in the theft liumwi It will remind one of ft
and, if the dog was ready to go home be- upon” him. “ WMl^TepUed the littl
An old continent may be sinking for the wore captured,but the jewels could not
fore the, pig, ho would wait till his hero, “but if I wait for the other boy t
purpose of pressing upward out of the be found. At tbe time these two men tician, every time it changes. To change
begin I’m afraid there wouldn’t be an
it from a spanking machine to a self- friend came down to be ferried over.
waters a new world.
fight 1”
were placed in prison one Lamieville
The
.truth
of
this
story
is
vouched
for
----- , raker, all you have to do is to unscrew
This is confessed to be the age of
Loud roared U dreadful thunder,
was also there but presently escaped. tbe .. han(i,” removo it and screw on a by several who have watched the move“doubt” The words “some doubted” Soon afterward heealled upon * jailer,
The rain a deluge poured.
ments of the pair for some weeks past.
The cloud* aeomed rent asunder,
will certainly apply to our era. But, who had been kind to him while in fine comb, change ends with the boy,
Yet wife lay still and snored;
and proceed to search for things that —New Zealand paper.
this confessed,wliat do we witness? Do
And then I sung,
prison, and told him that ho had overWith trembling tongue*
we witness any religious rain or decay? heard the two jewel robbers talking, and live, and move, and have a being, and
The Small Boy.
HuRh, mr dear, lie stilland slnmber,
We seem to witness a pulpit and a mem- learned that they had liid the gems; bite boys’ heads. This will tend to re; •* '»Hanf irmle* guard thy bed;
Every
day
wo
have
evidence
that
the
lieve mother of much searching investibership as devout, as pious, as was the
Flea* and bed-bugswithoutnumber
and, sure enough, at the place desigsmall boy has no soul. The other day
Gently wander round ray head.
gation, as the- school teacher can, by
world when it held that God made the
nated they were found. Lamievillewas
a crowd gathered around a farmer whose
simply
using
her
foot,
keep
the
heads
of
universe in six days and that the Bible
subsequently made a military officer. In
wagon-load of butter and eggs was fast
Mr. John McCarthy, of the Chin
all the children free from the festive
was verbally inspired. There are great
the reign of Louis XVHL these jewels
in a mud-hole, and, while some suggest- Inland Mission, has performed, perhap*
bug, that at times makes life a burden.
veritiesin Christianity, and the times
ed that ho pull his horse gee, and the most remarkable of journeys throng
were valued at $4,200,000.
which most question some of the old
AS AN EDITORIAL PROTECTOR.
others that he pull him haw, the ever- China. Having left Shanghai at the cloa
particularsare the very times which
An English journalistdied recently Every editor in the land will thank present small boy yelled, “It’s no use, of 1876, he reached Bhamo in Angus
can best appreciate the sublimest doc- from the effects of slippingon a bit of us, on * is bended knees, for this inven- mister. Y’er old boss ain’t stout enough.
1877, having traveled a distanceof 3,00
trines of the gospels. An age is not re- peel, and falling on the pavement. He tion, as it solves a problem that has disTake him out an’ hitch in a roll of yer miles. Wearing the Chinese dress, h
or death into
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turbed the minds of the knights of the butter.”— Gif City Derrick.
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met with no difficulty.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, November

1878.

30,

New

A VKUY large and handsome stock of

playthingin the hands of a

ready made clothing has just been received

Democratic despotism, tbe people of tbe

and opened up at Harrington’s Cheap
Cush Store. Whole suits can be bought
there for prices which would formerly lie

choosing their candidates, and with
York

city as a

State might vote otherwise, as they have

often done in the past, but the return

THE PERILS OF SEOflONAL ISSUE.
Now

would be for Democracy, just as returns asked for a single coat.
have been often made for Republicanism

that the elections are over and the

political achievementsfor 1878 are ac-

and Congress would re
and declare the Democra-

in Philadelphia,

Dress Goods in endless variety, and
complished facts, it may be well for die* member 1876 7
from
10 cents upward. Patchwork, (a
passionatecitizens of all parties, to look tic candidateselected. If violent fraud
great labor-saving device) Winter Hhawls,
squarely in the face the perils of forcing a should have to bo resorted to as was the
case iu 1876, it will be another fearful Clouds, and a handsome assortment of
direct sectional issue upon the country an

a

leading political factor for

graver calamity could

than

befall

No

1880.

assault upon the perpetuityof free gov-

the country ernment, and

it

it

&

* P.

would assure

A.

from such an issue in

CQEAP TOYS

Thi* new store wilt keep a fall anpphr of the beet
, tad Itneet

Cs. DOESBURG, Sec'y.
City, Nov. 8th, 1878.

Holland

despair that comes up from every political ovei throw of Republicanism iu 1880.

Store.

An AstonishingFact,

Lippincott’i Magailne.

the Uneet assortmentof

Wines A

Moaey! Money!!
Can be made by examining the large
new muck of

(fur

Liquors,

Medicinal use only,)

And almost everything else btlongtngin
stockeddrug xture.

a

well

The above drm are the tnsnufacturersof DR.

FURNITURE mwm

SCHOUTEN’S

and

Which

I have purchased lower than eve
cheaper than ever before.

immim

fills

A. IT 3D

Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.

A FULL LINE OF CARPETS. FROM THE
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.

A

Melt, Kgui,

Jr.

Store on River Sir. opposite Meyer A Co’s Furnltare
42-8m
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leader who fears honesty and truth; and

BOOT.
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And
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forttu

UOXilDAYS,
GIVE ME A CALL

take the chances for the future.

with submissiveorgans such as the politi-

AIM, an assortmentof

Wood

for a solid North are the wail of come, and the certain and probably violent

mand

Jr.

HtiidM,

ber next, for delivery at the Public School
The issue of a sslid North against asolid grounds of sixty cords of &iwed Sound
struggle are almost incalculable, alike to
Green cordwood, beech or maple, with the
the business interests, the general prosper- South means continued sectionaldiscord,
price of each kind and the number of
ity and the peace of the whole country. protracted paralysis in commerce and cords to be delivered.
The cry of a solid South and the de- trade, ill requited industry for years to
By order of the Board of Education,
a great national

BOOT,

Together with a nice line of Coffee*,Teas Spice*,
Candies, Tobaccos and Cigars,

8TEKETEE.

Wanted.
dema- Democratic success for one term, and the
The
Board
of
Education
of the city of
gogues and reckless paitisans in favor of party would imitate Republicanism by
Holland will receive sealed proposals up
a solid North. The evils which must re- grasping the power within its reach ana to and includingthe 30lh day of NovemPresidential contest by the cry of

sult

I

Three doors East of Kruisengn’sStore.

Balmorals,at

might overthrow Demo-

an enforced solid South in the next cracy four years later; but

DRUG STORE,

Pulvcrlaed8u''ar mid Candied Clt-on can be
had at the UROUfiRY of

P.

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

WARD

FIRST

SUGAR SAND

large proportion of the American peocal demoralizationof the age has given
Several articles in Lippincott’s Magazine ple are to day dying from the effects of
Pre-criptionscarefully compound by Mr. H.
36-ly
us, material is never wanting to inflame for December will be lound of special in- Dyspepsia or disordered liver. The result Come and see the gooda and ascertain W estveer at all hours, day or
prices before yon purchase.
of
these
diseases
upon
the
masses
of
intelthe sectional prejudices' of North and terest to different classes of leaders. All
South. Had the Republican leaders pur- who have made mechanics an object of ligent and valuable people is most alarming, making life actually a burden instead Beautiful Liue Geese Feathers, Cheap.
sued the policy they had decided upon study, theoreticalor practical,should read of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and
Paper at Wholesale
early in the present year, and devoted the Edward H. Knight's lucid descriptionof usetulness as it ought to be. There is no
The Scn will be printed every day during the
good
reason
for
this,
il
you
will
only
same efforts and means to divide the South the machineryexhibits at the Paris ExRetail.
year to come. Its purposeand method will be the
throw aside prejudice and skepticism,
same as In the past : To present all the news in a
that they gave to unite the North, one- position, which is accompanied with cuts
take tbe advice of Druggists and your Bedroom Setts and Parlor Setts. readableshape, and to tell the truth though the
heavens
6
third or more of the reconstructedSlates of some of the most strikingand novel friends, and try one bottle of Green’s
The Sun has been. is. and will continue to he inwould have chosen a large proportionor speciments. Every one who cares about August Flower. Your speedy relief is
Coffins
always dependent of everybody and everything .ave the
a majority of anti-DemocraticCongress- art will find a masterly, yet not u»o techni- certain. Millions ot bottles of this medTruth and its own convictions of duty. That is
icine have been given away to try its virthe only policy which an honest newspaper need
on hand.
men; but the policy of appealing to the cal, analysisof the characteristicsof the
have. 1 hat is the policy which has won for this
tues, with satisfactory results in every
newspaper the confldence and friendship of a wider
slumbering passions of the war was final- different schools of the present day in case. You can buy a sample bottle for 10
constituencythan was .ever enjoyed by any other
ly adopted by Gorham and Hale, and the "Some Aspects of ContemporaryArt,” by cents to try. Three doses will relieve the Fair dealing can be relied on. American Journal.
The Sun is the newspaper for the people. It is
South was made solid because it was M. G. Van Rensselaer. Those who care worst case. Positively sold by all DrugWhile I thank the public for their patronaecof not for tte rich man against the poor man, or for
gists on the Western Continent.
driven to solidity by the united assaults of to know something of what Spain is doing
the pant, I hope to merit and nollclta liberal ihare the poor man against the rich man. but it seeks to
ot it for the future.
do equal justice to all Interestsin the community.
the administration and the leaders of the in the way of literature,and indeed genNow that we are having changeable
It i* not the organ of any person, class, sect or
party. The result is a practically solid eral readers as well, will be charmed with weather,and almost everybody has a “bad
N. B. Call and >ee a most beantlfnl Tnrielr » party. There need be no mystery about its loves
and hates. It is for the honest man against the
South in the next Congress and a divided Professor T. F. Crane’s account of "A cold” you will do well to remember the Lamp Chairs, ornamenta,picture frames, brackets rogue* every time. It is for the honest Democrat
8. RE1DSKMA.
Holland. May 15.. 1878.
as against the dishonest Republican,and for the
North with a large sectional majority.
Spanish Story-Teller.” Edward King virtue of Macalister’s Cough Mixture, the
honest Republicana* against the dishonestDemFortunately there will be one full year writes pleasantlyof "Danubian Days,” best in the market for coughs, colds, asthocrat. It doe* not take its cue from the utterances
of any politician or political organization. It
for a breathing spell before the contest of with the aid of many good illustrations, ma, spitting of blood, influenza,whoopgives Its support unreservedly when men or meas’helient
nest book ever
ever published
publlM
The
1880 can be shaped by the leaders. There and Isabella Anderson, a resident ot ing cough, and all diseases of the throat
on Romanism. Contributed by ures are in agreement with the Constitutionand
ablet Divine* of theditlerent with principlesupon wh ch this Republic was
will be no very importantelections in any Venezuela,gives a graphic account of the and lungs. Prepared by John P. Lee,
Catholic the
Denominations. Illustratedwith founded for the people. Whenever the ConstituFine Steel Engravingsof Bishops tion and constitutional principles are violated-a*
of the States in 1879, and the people will great earthquake which destroyedsome of cor. Halstead and Harrison sirs, Chicago,
Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other In the outrageous conspiracy of 187(1,by which a
be likely to exercisea most deliberate the fairest regions of that country iu the and is for sale at Schouten & West veer’s contributors.We being the Publisher*, and em- man not elected was placed iu the President's
ploying no middlemen are able to give direct to ottlco, where he still remains— it speaks out lor the
judgment in regard to the battle they are spring of the present year. “For Perci- drug store. Price 50 cts. and $1. 36-6m Canvasser*
the largest commission*. Sell Rapid- right. That is the Bun's ideaof independence, iu
this respect there will be no change in its moly. For terms and circular*. Address.
to fight in 1880. The merchants,the man- val” is concluded in this number, which
gramim: for 1879.
J.
H.
CHAMBERS
&
CO.
Endless hose, in three colors. Mothers
ufacturers, the business men of the North, is, we observe, eulurged to admit of its
The Sun has fairly earned the hearty hatred of
St. Louis. Mo.
rascals,frauds, and humbugs of all sorts and sizes.
will leave the political managers behind completion with the year. Miss Oluey’s will ilo well to come and examine this
It hopes to deserve that hatred not less In the year
them and look at the continued distrust "Through Winding Ways” grows steadily new economizer,at
18.9, than in 18'8, 1877, or any other year gone bj
The
Sun will continueto shine on the wicked »ilh
P. & A. STEKETEE.
and embarrassmentperpetual sectional in interest;"Sister Silvia” is the title of a
unmitigatedbrightness.
warfare must bring to them.
While the lessons of the past should he convery touching story, and the poems and
A fink new lot of the latest styles ot
stantly kept before the people, the Sun dots not
The
attention
of
the
public
at
'arge
is
cs
led
to
Time and again have patriotic conser- shorter papers are numerous and deversi- Hats and Caps just received ut the Cheap
propose to make itself in 1879 a magazine of anthe fact that most all the old soldier*,tradesmen, cient history. It is printed for the men and women
vative movements been started in the fled. Tbe new volume promises to be Cash store of
citizens,and fanners, have from ens otn made the of to day, whose concern is chiefly with the aflalr*
restaurant of
of to-day. It has both the disposition and the
E. J.
South with every prospect of revolution- one of great interest, judging from tbe
ability to afford Its renders the promptest,fu.lest.
izing the whole States, and as often the prospeetures;it begins with the January
and most accurateintelligenceof whatever in the
Buetdin's
Arnica
Salve.
wide world is worth attention.To this enu the
sectional clamor from the North has number.
resources belongingto wcl -established prosperity
Tbe best Salve in the world for Cuts,
v
—
will be liberallyemployed.
crushed them out. And the sectional
121
Street,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Teller,
Gaorga
Peabody
and
Socialism,
The present disjointed conditionof parties in
clamor of the North is as senseless as it is
(’happed hands, Chilblains,Corns, and
A regular rendezvous,on their arrival in the this country,and the uncertainty of the future,
unjust. The South is beyond the reach of
Some people imagine that rich men are all kinds of Skin Eruptions.Tills salve city and before their departure tor home, on ac lendai extraordinarysigniticance’ to the events of
count of the clove proximityto the Union depot. the coming year. The discussions ol the press,
the bayonet in her elections,and a power- becoming more wedded to riches, mure is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction I shall henceforthmake it a point to havearcurate the debates and acts of Congress, and the movein
every
case
or
monev
relunded.
Price
time for travelers to start by, and keep on hand a mints of the leadersin every section of the Reful minority among her ablest men earn- aggressive in tbe acquisition of wealth, at
public will have a direct bearing on the Presidentbe expense of the working classes. Hence 25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber full line of
estly desire to break the lines which have
tial election of 1880— an event which must be rethe agitation iu favor of Socialism. There Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
garded with the most anxious interest by even
been forced upon them by persistent sec- may be grounds for this imagination,but
patrioticAmerican,whatever his political ideas or

night.
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Peabody’s
and
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Miss
in 1872 had not the fiercest passions of the
Nightingale’s—who think more of the
war been flung into the contest by the
welfare of the struggling classes, than
North. They would have done it in 1876 many are aware of, and who employ their
Always ready for those In n hurry, nndwillkeep
but for the bayonet election policy of Sec- time and money in extending good to as
on hand the best kind of Liquorsand Cigars and
the finest
retary Cameron and the paramount sec- many as possible in their declining years. rTMlE Fine Residenceoi* Mr. J. Van Landegend.
on the corner ol Tenth and Cedar street*,is
One of those is an oid retired physicianby
tional issue made by Blaine, and this year
for *ale
42-tf
the name of J. P. Mountain, whose ad
they would have divided a majority of the dress is Ogdensburg, N. Y., who has had
Southern delegationsin Congress but for placed in his hands a simple cure for Con
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THE BEST CHANCE.

cheap.
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the decision of politicalmanagers that the
bloody-shirt was a more potent agency to

marshal the North than the

real issues in-

make

volved in the battle. These leaders

common

cause against any political revo-

lution in the Sonth, force those States into
a solid line
else,

because they can go nowhere

and then the men who have done the

sumption, Catarrh, Asthma, Headache
and Nervousness. The old gentleman
has means which make him independent,
and he employs his time and money in a
very laudable enterprise. He sends the
recipe free to any person sending for it,
with Instructions for preparing and using,
requiring only that the party so sending
enclose a stamp to pay the postage. He

has now

distributed over

one

a solid

ptlttM

while invoking disturbance and business

peal.
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FOB SALE.

following described Lot* in the City ef
Holland. I will sell at the following prices.
Lot ft. Block F. Lot 6, Block O, West Addition $175
each; Lot ll, Block 8, Lot 8, Block 11, South West
Addition $178 each. Lorsl,i,S.« 5A«in Block
85, aa organised plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
I have opened a new business on the comer of
$ .'25 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $900 each.
Eighth and Market street, in the atora formerly Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
occupiedby A. Flietstra,where I will buy all kinds above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
of fruit, vegetables, and farmingproduce at regu- the following Lot* \ 10. II, 12. 18, and 14, in Block
market prices.
E, Lota t, 4, 5 and J In Block H. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
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to break the eastern line in the North,

and it Would be
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the best article to

of our Hollidays is

Made

E. J. Harrington.

86-6 in

The

River & Tenth

V

done, but sweeping dishonesty would do veer’s drug store. Price only 50 cents.
plish the purpose,and Indiana would cast

Ali kinds of Ready

138-y

powerless to prevent it. Perhaps with restore the color and prevent the falling
average honesty it could and would be out, and can be had at Schouten & Westthe work if nothing less would accom-

New York City.

numerous to mention, at the

42-2w.

is

ENGLAND,

Sultan Linen Collar

Home Talk. Science

we ever got acquaintedwith

W.

I.

Any one of the above articlesmade to order to
any *lze or measure on short notice and at Grand with
Rapids prices.

of the finest preparationsfor tbe

Hair Ronewer.”It

The Sunday edition of the Sun I* also furnished
61.20 » year, postage paid.
The price of the Weekly Bun, eight paces,
fifty-six columns, I* 61 » year, postagepaid. For
club# of ten sending fid we will aena an extra
copy free. Address

$1.75; Sailors’Biue Flannel, Hickory

SCOnr

with Democratic power

at

departments

etc.
Sense, Plain

in Story,

MKIU8EN.
1878.

iii§&

KANTERS.

year, postage paid.

BUtuU, Stair Railing, Etc,
Scroll Sawing of all kinds
done to order.

J.

80,

Our rates of subscriptionremain unchanged.
For the Daily Bun, a four pago sheet of twentyelght column*, thepnee bv mail, post-paid, 55
cents a month, or 66.50 a year ; or, Including the
Sunday paper, an eight page sheet of fifty-six column*. the price I* 65 cents a month, or 67,70 a

DOORS, SASH,

Also Planing, Match-

If you have a Chronic Disease
which has resisted the skill of your local
physician and your own good care of yourself in correspondencewith E. B. FOOTE,
M. D., 120 Lexington Avenue, New York
City. It will only cost you the postage
vou put on your letters as all consultations
bv letter as well ns in person are free. Dr.
Foote is the well-known author of Medical

Common

for

Mr. Meeuaen continues hie dray bniiness.and
any orders left at the above etore, will receive immediateattention.
Holland, Nov.

of making the Bun, as a pola literary and a general newspaper, more
entertaining and mor»usefulthan ever before ; and
we mean to apply them freely.

Manufacturerof

Good Butter
and Eggs.

„

We have the means

itical.

Publisher of the Bun,

always on hand.

South can bo readily forced, and the solid yourself.

Electoral College and elect the President.

R. E. Werkman,

and splendid Apples,

Cash Paid

1879.

separately at

Grand Rapid*, Mich.

Provisions, Candies,

One of the finest cigars I ever ottered
that the contest of 1880 Is to be fought on
for
5 cents, is the American, or three for
the issue of a solid North against a solid
10
cents.
Give them a trial and satisfy
South, who must be the victors?A solid
electoral vote of the South, with New
York and Indiana added, will control the

WM. GELOCK.

Feed, Bran,

Assume

L. T.

DON’T FORGET the NUMBER,
No. 121 Monroe Street.

Groceries, Flour,

South

viting inevitabledefeat fer themselves
paralysisfor the whole country?

Having purchasedthe store business of Mr. C.
Keppel. near the Chicago Depot, hereby
solicits the custom of his tcllow citizens.
A fall line of

million of

those recipes, and in this part many have
been cured by the use of the same. It is
and demand a solid North to save themsaid to be very reliable, and those who
•elves from merited defeat.
are troubled with any of those diseases
And what must be the result if the is- would do well to address the philanthropic
old gentleman, and have a trial of the
sue of a solid South and a solid North ia
recipe, which has cured so many.
to be adopted by tbe Republicansfor 1880?
26-ly-e o w
Do the leaden fail to see that they are inwork, point triumphantly to

Package* can be deposited, and Informationtnrnl*hed to those in need of It, facilitatingmy customers in every possible manner.

allegiance.To these elements of interest may be
added the probability that the Democrats will control both houses of Congress, the increasing leebleitess of the fraudulentAdministration,and
the spread and sirengthing everywhere of a
healthy abhorenceof fraud in any form. To pre
sent with accuracy and clearness the exact situu
tion in each of it* varying phases, and to expound,
according to its well-known methods, the principles that should guide u* through the labyrinth,
will be an important part of the Sun’s work for

!
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At a recent tewt g-are
42-100 per cent*
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for a Copy,
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GATES CURTIS,
OudearturafoN.Y.

Over six thousand immigrants passed | Two hundred and fifty of the Ann Arrnilph Nebraska
Nphnuk-n City
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Innt month.
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through
bor students have put on red ribbons.
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began Monday on the Port Huron

in
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of Salem and Overijscl looks very well.

and Northwestern railroad.
Key. D. Van Pelt has declined the
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E. Van der Veen.
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and friends, fie reports good times ip
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of the Second Reformed (Hope) Church.

self is good

A New
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Eighth Street, City of Holland.
arrived.
Store on tbe
esliug facts about western soil and climate
GovERNOB-elect Talbot and Lieutenant-' Nov. 27-8chr. Jones, Michigan City, light.
X
— --not generally known here.
Governor-electLong of Massachusettsare
Cor. of Eighth & River Sts., A Completa a sortment of Children’s and Infills’
shoes for fall and winter, and a full lint of
Don’t
fail
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read
the
new
advertiseUnitarians.
Ladles* and Gentleman s wear.
Cattle are coming into southwestern And with onr enlarged facilities are enabledto disment of Mr. P. Boot, who has just purplay the largest stock of
Ben Butler would now like to be at chased a fiesh lot of groceries which he Iowa by hundreds from the west and north

-

angel, but being emphatically ernss-eyet
he

offeru

to eat up the corn that is almost a burden

cheap.

Rev. H. Uiterwijk has been
The

known schooner D.

old and well

U.

Holt, was sold by U. S. Marshal Psrkman,
at

Grand Haven, this week,

for the

preach on Sunday

sum
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the last lew days, and was unable to

ill for

last,
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the Post
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John Brown has

train again, and Mr.

China pigs for breedOn Friday last he received
six months old that weighed 190

full-blooded Poland

ThanksgivingDay was duly observed
in this city on Thursday last. Religious
a pig
serviceswere held in all the churches*
pounds.
Judging from the sale of turkeys at our
Mb. A. Roos and other Holland work- meat markets, a good many rich tables
man have returned home from Whitehall, must have beeu spread in the city.
having finished their Job of brushwork
Wk learn that a fine set of Ancient Wall
at that harbor, for the Chicago Dock and
Maps have been presented to the Classical
Dredge company.
Department of Hope College by a friend
•
Wheat is up again and the best quality of the Institution. They are published by
brings 84 cents. Our farmers who have Colton & Co., of New York and are the
been holding their wheat for higher prices, first set of Classical Maps put out by an
will do wise to bear in mind that wheat is American house.
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upon the death of his father,
William II. Despatches were sent to all

Dr. Bentum was found guilty of

ma

Grand Rapids. The testimony of expert
physicians was too strong against him
to be overcome by the eloquent pleading
of his able counsel. According to the
Starulaartl of yesterday efforts are now
being made to have his punishmentreto a fine,

and his friends are already

same

in anticipation of

being successful i

having his punishment reduced.
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moved

to the city of

Grand Rapids
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Ever Introducedinto this City.

offer all at extremely

low figures. Come and See.
H. MEYER & CO.
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we

prompter.

R. B.

Best. We have

A GRIFFIN,

Cutter and Tailor,

See.

K. Fair bank’s Tin
the best in

rooms over K. J. Harrington's

CHEAP CASH STORE.

Caddy

the country.

Cutting and making In

Also, No. 1 Mackerel, for sale
cheap.

first-

class Style.

Cleaning and Repairing done
promptly and Neatly.
„ Call at the Cheap Cash
Store of

Also

E. J. Harrington.
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Made

no doubt, hut what
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yarda wide.

cheaper than ever. Call

and

•som in “Friendship,Love and Truth.”
month had
/ His brother, Dr. R. B. Best has associated
himself now with Dr. H. L. Ash, formerAnother broom factory was started up ly of Wayne county, who has taken up
in this town within the last few days, by his residence in the village of Overijsel,
the firm of Hoen & Sluiler. The work and will practice in partnershipwith Dr.
:olland, and the Prince for a

to

Ladies hose in endless variety,

ractice medicine in a new and larger field,

t9, and he was then 32 years of age. Rafcids, and especially the profession to
ic troupe was found in a small city of wjlich he belongs, will take him to their

little build-
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Also the best
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splendid variety of otherTeaa.
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Dr. L. E. Best, has severed his connection with his brother, Dr. R. B. Best, and

not kill him instantly.
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We have lost added to
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is feared that he will die

his injuries.
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pose to pay postage for the privilege of

will stand the

in the town of Manlius,sustained a severe

CHEAP! CHEAP!

Parlor Suits,

and examine stock
and pnces.

re-

when Kanters returned home from Chicago, hav- the printer. We would like to see the
supplied with ing finished his contract of brush work be- Superintendentof the mail routes for this
fore Lincoln Park to the satisfaction of State appoint messengers that will be more
the Park Commissionersand the public careful with our Interests. We don’t pro-

William Winter,

VAN RAALTE.

Lounges,

and wondered what the matter was with

week Mr. R.

K.

A New and

built at Fillmore and Hamilton, and
finished both stations will be

D R

Sewing Machines

Etc.
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ceived the paper of two weeks at once,

in this city, and the depots are being re-

Specialty.

five days for it to reach its destination.

hounds and shotguns.
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mail

age was flung in a wrong bag, and it took

kind of hunting in the Netherlands— fine

see improvementsaround the depot
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messengers? Recently our Zeeland pack-
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many improVetheir line. Among the maw

R. Co. are making a good
inents along

bare. This

one white

Grand Haven

Of tks neataatstylas and hast qiahties whith
•ffer cheaper than anybody else.

SUCH AS

hunting is on the increase. On Saturday day sayiug, “Plenty of your white jacket
afternoon ol last week Mr. Chas. Odell bees here.”

is fast

of sp ice

-

A3ST3D

MGOODS,
and Winter

and wood, and which seems to give better

of Grand Rapids on Wednesd
evening last. Our readers will remem
Hie often mooted murder case of Eug
the city

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

Ad Immense Stock of

combination of Iron

get a
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STILL COMING

page.

He manufactures now among a variety of

pumps one

1878.

JUST RECEIVED

agoing, and will keep bis headquartersat
the store.

8,

VEEN.

Bees often make long journeys In search

Canada, and

and they often snap in

Schellen, has

E. VAN DER

Ladies’ and Misses Winter
of food. A bee-owner in the west, think- Shawls, Gents’ Winter Clothing that they perhaps visited the clover
ing, Gents’ and Boys’ entire
field of a friend forty miles away sprinkled
Suits, including a fine lot of
their backs with flour one morning as
Overcoats, for Men and Boys,
they left their hives, having previously requested the friend to watch for them. A Pants and Mittens;

new Governor General of
his lady— Princes Louise.

the

baneful. The arteriesbecome excited an

Petek

who

has purchased the grocery busmens of Mr.

in the newspapers,is the

ruptured by
bruin.”

it,

the advertisementof Mr. J. Meeusen,

One of the great events of the week, Call on the manufacturer and
nd one about which a tremendous lot of
and easy working pump.

killing

is

Pnces.

call the attention of our citizens to

satisfaction, than all iron, or ail wood.

rise.

more people than whiskey.
Particularlythe smoking of cigarettes is
“It

Wk

HEROLD.

1871.

1,

one building In this city.

Since we are enabled to purchase and expose
larger atocks we can buy and aell cheaper.

that he is enabled to take charge of his

Wm. Verbkek, P. M.

In

railroad, has so

far recovered the use of his injured hand

Emeline Arnold.

some

R. J. Hunt, conductor of the freight Ever before displayed

Mr.

David Bowen, Mason Cramer, Miles Hawley,

is still importing

lettersremaining in

office at Holland, Mich., Nov. 28th, 1878:

hour of writing.

this

of

List

sick

during this week, but is reported as improving at

If

Hollimw, Mich., Sapt.

Grand

Haven R. R. depot, has been very

Cooking Stoves,

CUTLERY, TIN

till have an eve to busioesa.

Mb. Jas. E. Higgins, agent

&

stripped, and the remainder of our vessels

the evening.

US.

I. »ni now »«llln* tha Howe Sewing Machine,
will henceforthkeep It for aala at my atom
Peddling machines with wagons baa been abollahad
for the simple retaon that tha prices of machines
si e too low to idoilt of any expensa In that way
Call in and get bargains.

of our vessels have laid up within

the last few days— the schooners, Joses,

Rev. Chas. Scott

CALLjSpliE

hardware,

to the farmers of that vicinity.

afraid he couldn’t fly straight

is

to Order.

CONSUMPTION CURED

lage of Zeeland, apparently commencing
0^os',e.
0®ce• ^wo machines Dr. Ash, when he becomes acquaintedwith
86-tf
!
with the boot & shoe store of P. Van deni are *n (,Porrtl*ou» wn^ we ^re informed that the people among whom he casts his lot,
The undersigned,an old and retired physician,
Bosch, where they stole Borne goods, next 1 J-;>re
purchased in a short time, •will enjoy a good practice.— bee new card laving been permanently cured of the much D
baJ,DeM Ton can engage In. $S to tM
Ireaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a simple
attempted to enter the harness shop of Johu
PrMcnte(*" i1*1 R broom made by on first page.
remedy. Is anxious to make known to his fellow,
sufferarathe means of cure. To all who desire It, ticnlarsand samnlea worth $5 free. Improve yooi
ilr. P. Scott at the above mentioned facde Jong, but took nothing, then entered
COPT of the prescription used. FREE
Thanksgivingwitnessedthe customary
o.-y, which we pronounce first-class, and
OF CHARGE, with directions for preparingand ^o*[portltDd, M^ni1,lne,a A<l,lr'“‘T?.* 4
the tinshop of the De Free Bros, and took
election or re-election of elders and dea- UNing the same, which will be found a weenie for
some tools, then they entered Brusse’s peaks well for Mr. Scott, who in a few
Coruumptlon, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma, Itercons in the Holland churches. In the vousruss,dc., dc„ dkc, Address with stamp.—
i wnlhs time has become on expert at
clothing store and took considerable wearTrue Dutch Reformed Church Mr. J. de
DR. C. STEVENS, Brockvllle, Ont.
l room making, being able to make seven
ing apparel, and wound up by attempting

E

to enter

the grocery store of

Van

^

ozen on

Eenen-

a short

CCT

day. We hope

the

fac-

Beer was re-elected elder, and Mr. U.
Kracht was elected an additionalelder;

and augment into a
and Mr. Westerhof was elected deacon in
and a bunch ol keys at this place, it Is »rge and prosperous business. Give them
the
place of Mr. C. de Jonfce, Cz. In the
t call and try our home manufacture.
presumed that something must have dis
jisThird Ref. Church, Messrs. I. Cappnn
turbed their Thankgiring haul. No clue
lue/
and F. Kieft were re elected and Mr. C.
During a trip to Salem we were astonto the thieves.
Schols was elected elder in the place of
shed to find the centre bearing such a
On Wednesday last the Hon. John
Mr. D, To Roller, who left that organizaprosperous aspect. Mr. Hardy has built a
tion.
Messrs. E. Van der Veen and T.
Stone, member of Congress of this district,
fine large two-story building for hotel purgraciously took the trouble to come aud
Van
Dijk
were re elected deacons, and
poses, and has been successful to such an
Mr. J. Bulbuls was electecf, and one more
look at our harbor with hii own eyes.
extent that his place is the acknowledged
As soon as our citizens were notified of headquarters of the center. Our genial Is to be elected on Tuesday evening next.
»ry will be a success

n&am, but since they dropped their tools

Joslin&Breyman,

friend Mr. Gardner, has a very Urge black-

oom- smithshop complete in all its appointments
alacrity, extended some in rltaand machinery, and perfect enough to
lions and together with the Mayor ac :om*
weld all the 'dinks together,” and
panied Judge Stone to the harbor. Mr. flourishes.Mr. Christian Suter, a wealthy
W. W. Burke, in charge of the hirbor retired farmer, looks as fresh and feels as
work for the Government, accompanied happy as over; Mr. Goo. Heck, who runs
the party and showed them the diffi rent a sawmill under that name, reports busipoints of interest,defect and beauty. We
ness brisk and flourishing— in short,
sincerely hope that we may hear of j,K)d everybody seemed happy, Jovial, and
resulU from this visit, and whether Je do good natured, and even the farmers ador not, Mr. Stone deserves tbe than
mitted that winter wheat looked very fine.
this community far the interest he
We feel very thankful to the people of
shown by paying oar harbor a visit
balem for their patronageand hospitality,
their heads together with

Ninth

spection as a Congressman, and the in

shown by

mayor, harbor board,
other citizens in accompanying him,
highly commendable.
tbe

I

was

church debt,

subscribed to raise the

Watchmakers | Jewelers,
DEALERS

in cash during this financial year, and
that sufficientmoney was subscribedto re-

move

debt. In the First
Ref. Church Messrs. B. Kraidenier, T.
Keppel, J. van deo Berge, and J. A.
the entire church

IN

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

lings were elected in the place of Messrs.
J. Smits and G. J. Kroon.

All Kinds of Spsotaoles.

Ripairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.

it

good as anywhere

else in

the

Prices.
tles are

empty he can

refillttiem st regular

42-4w

stock;

Marsh M, 1878.

of

the

FHCBliriX
Planing Mill,
am cm
.W*

afford to aell

“Mofecture lirnltireto order
common wan very cheap.

Also keep ourselves prepared to do all ktidf

H.
Houa»,

come and

see for yourself.

t®

Homeopathic

market

as

A complete

Remaining Proprietor*

Ml Use •HMiPeaie

is

Having bought #venrthlti| new we can aelMower
with a small profit, than old stock can be sold “at
cost.”

Peyster were re-electedelders; and of tbe

to their advan- Medicine ctaescan be purchased at tbe
tage to trade Id thU city, aa our wheat drug store of D. Meeogi, aud when bot-

and hope they may see

River Streets.

ft

Very Low Prices.

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

deacons Mr. H. Vaupell was re-elected,
and Messrs. J. W. Busman and H. Geer-

The McCormick Bros.

A CO.

In opening this store we open the finest and
largest Furniturestore In Ottawa Co., and respectfully Invite our old customer* to come ana examine our stock of goods, consisting of tbe finest
and best kinds of faraiture to the cheapest,including all the latest styles, such as East Lake,
Queen Anne, etc., which we offer at

The financial report was that over $4,000
and that over $1,600 of the same was paid

VERIEEK

I

extensive Furniturebus!nesa, closed by the big Ire of Itm, on the corner of

*A

board put
mendable

E. W.

STORE

Have re-openedtheir

|

this praiseworthy intention, the harbor

HEW

A

Hot****,Mick.,

W. VERBEEK A Co.
J«iy

n, in.

1

THE TWO HOSES.

npholfltercd chairs and a sofa; on a
small table in the center of the room was
a pile of books ; and in One corner was
an open secretary.
How remUrkabte, thoifeiit I» to find
such a house and so lovely a creature
for such she was— presiding over it in
this isolated spot. But my thoughts were
soon disturbed by the reappearance of
the principal object of my wonder.
“Pardon ine, please, for leaving yon
so long alone’’ She said, as she settled
into a chair and smoothed down the
waves of the rich dress which she had
donned in her absence, and added:

lb

loro, my May, and I, one day,
Enchanted with the weather,
Walked thronghthe shade of woodland glade
In bliaa. because together.
Said sweetheart May. “ Look, lore, I pray I ”
I looked, and aaw her bemllng

—

H
Onto the flower, whose hue the power
Of heaven waa spent in blending.
Tara roses grew, but only two,
In solitarysplendor,

Upon the bush— I made a rush
TO pluck and then to render

Them

unto Irhotn their earthly bloom
Oonld offer no comparing;
Bat * Stay, oh stay! " said sweetheart May,
Hot tflucC them ; for by sparinlf
They two will blow till win tens snow,
Tour love and mine declaring! "
•

:

“Yes,” said I, “I have come all the
way from G* - villa.”
,
‘‘ Why, you tanst be quite Mauiied,”
said she ; and. at the same time rising
and going ip a door, .“Ah Toy, Ah Toy ! ”
she erifcd; “get some dinner for the

Mb

love, my May. and I, one day,
While winter winda were blowing,
Oame to the place where once in grace
Two flowers wo loved were growing;
But gone waa one. and low upon
The mossy rock was lying f
The other, tilled with dew distilled
Prom Evening's vase, was sighing,
An though it wept the friend who slept,
mu minred At hi* Ujiug*

gentleman.”

my

All

It

doc* not, that the gleaning

Of death is nigh, when you or I
Must here be left a sighing."
And, as bspoke.mt voice it broke

tool
Te

My

list her

er was a miner,

sweet replying,

love, my May. what

414

protestations were of no avail.

While awaiting the preparation of
dinner wo conversedfreely, and I discovered that she possessed, beside her
personal charms, rare attractions of the
miinj, for sho^wks^ell read and inteUigent. I learned from her that her fath-

may portend, what Heaven forfend

It

.

whpsQ

lay in the

left

the room I thought

’

immediate vicinity, and that he would
be home in the evening.
Dinner was soon in readiness, and I
p>u:took hflartily, w]ula.4uy fair hostess Morengo.”

BaT*

lufl
For one. by all the powers
Of nature torn, now lies forlorn
Dpon the sod expiring:
The other, left of friend bereft,
Of life is quickly tiring.
• The lesson’splain— then why remain
A two, wheb.dty aspiring
To marriage, we a one shall be.
Knob other’s hopes inspiring?"

pr^ed

how many

printed a kiss npon

charms she was the possessor of ; intelligent, beautiful,romantic, vivacious;
of msthetiotastes, I was convinced; and
then looking round my eyes lit upon
the books piled upon the table. I had
a curiosity to see them more closely, so
I walked over and on examining them
found they were the works of authors
of renown, and, as I opened one after
another, I saw upon the fly leaf of a
book of poems several etanzas, traced in
a most perfect hand. They attracted
my attention,and I read them, and
while I still held the book in my hand
my fair hostess re-entered ^n<J approached the table by.yhich I stood.
“Pardon me, please,” I began, for
examining your library uninvited ; but
may I ask who the author is of these
beautiful stanzas?*’
‘ •
The color that rose to her cheek veriL
fled the conclusion I had arrived at, but
she merely said : “Off, no one in par?
ticnlar,”and added quickly, “ jwpa has
just come ; he will be in in a moment ”
She had scarcely finished speaking
when a tall, dark man with heavy brows,
a full black beard and flowing black
hair, entered the room, and, after the
formalitiesof an introductionwere
oyer, we sat down, and, as his, daughter
withdrew'from’ the room, in a subdued
tone he commenced
“ Violet informs me that you are after

^^;Md,
-of

'

1

it,

and was soon on

“It is useless to take mediciue. I shall feel
I had proceeded thus about two miles, better to-morrow. Besides, I need the money
to got that lovely new hat My old oiieissuon
and as I neaied the clearing, which was a fright, and people will look more at my bonnow
objective point, I unwillingly net than they will at my face. I will wait till I
fool worse before I spend any money for mediexpelled the pleasant thoughts from
mind and became more cautions. I en« cine." The bonnet is purchased, and fifty
other feminine necesaariain the form of ribtered the clearing by a sharp turn of the bons, lacos, brooches, etc. Meanwhile the lady's
trail, and hearing a slight rustle in the

my

my

undergrowth close by I stopped my
horse and listened. All was silent. I thorough, and ofttimes a long and tedious,
had proceeded but a little farther when I course of treatmentis necessaryto restore her
suddenly heard a whizzing sound simi- to health. Ladies, attend to your health before
you efon thiuk of appar& A fresh, blooming
lar to that made by a whip in cutting
face iu a plaiu bonnet is much handsomerand
throngh the air, and at the some in- far more* attractive to your gentlemen friends
stant I felt my arms puiioned to my side than a pain-worn,
lin-worn, --diseased
face ...
in the
— ___
..... most
as though a rope were wrapped around elaksTSTe and elegant hat your millinercould
f -- Dr. Pierce’sFaworito Prescriptionis
my body. Quick as a flash of lightning Forywlioreacknowledged to be the standard
the thought struck me: “A lariat— I
edy for female complaints and weaknesses,
sold by druggists
am lassoed,” and at the same time made
a desperate struggle to seize the knife
which I carried in my belt to sever the aeaativeo and dtimutants
strands of the lariat that encircledme,
versus Tonics.
laaTin#;deprewlon.
but in an instant I was nnhorsed and Alfobol-Ctie*n,
rcllown HypophoaphiUji g:vos vivacityand buoyancy.
taavins *n»t*y. • 1
.
prostrate cm the ground. Z saw a
S'K'thfB, nnrcotiEe* nnd depress***,
masked face above me, and a white Opium—
r Hows' HypopiioipblMs— Stimulates,
animates and invigornten.
hand pressing something to my month Opium-Renders
tbe nerve*insenalbleto
puin but lowers
nervous vitality
and nostrilswhich ha4 a decided odor
1

i

,

over

mumcative.

:

'W*.

this?”'

•n*

....

“Yes,” he answered,

f

l

-

I think yon

tnwdlln*,aud ewn speaking,wherever there Is
organicloss
For pHitlcuiars see Follows* " Medical Monthly,” at all
J.Jg. HARRIS Jt 00..
West ern Agent*.Cincinnati.
Ohio.

in*.’ end

no

Druggists.

.

MA80N& HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS

|

T^T»^spl6Saafl^.
!

!

At Paris, 1W7: VierNA. 1878; SaMTIaoo,1876;
PHir.inn.pgu.1876 ; Paris, 1876 ; and Gbaud Swedish
GcuiJiEDAL, 1878. Only American Organa ever award
e^fgheat honors at any such. Mold for oash or InKalifnt*. IllustratedOataukidm and OlrcuUra.with
Pw atyle* and price*. e*nt free. MASON A HAMLIN
IRGAN 00.. fioSrbN.NKW YORK. or CHICAGO.
[licadore and others engaged la the forma*
|on of bands or orchestras Bhodld Mod lor
vi*.:

imewtdescriptive cat<r

.

‘4

band?”!

wm\Um

number.”
r

;

p—

.vely

to

wnccrnImnd sod Orches-

lug

requisites,i d containing eleS» t ograrIngs of the latest and mouf approved atyle of Instrument* now In
Mailed free. Address
A
Y, Bute aud Monroe StA, Chicago.

tral

LYON

HEAL

M*

AyANDERSON
& CO.,
1IAMOMC PIBLINIIER*,
Htrert, New York.
•Rendo
AGKNTN WANT KM.

:

r

llvpophoephltes-CiIhleB
ram to be reKardleai

ellows’

1-

several slugs which were in ray pocket,
^On
I were all intact. I approachedmy horse
And bloomed—* hoaven-«ent dower—
to mount, but to my gurprise and horThrw blosHoniH fair, of. beauty Mkro,
object of mj.tnp? What 'tergr-iwuld “But you should have left the trail,” ror my saddle-bags were gone.
her knowihgit de? '•And- tf might be he continned, “ some three miles back,
That night, as I was sitting sorrowAnd, calmly locking on them,
the means of my gaining valuable in- There is a little clearingthere, Didn’t fully in my cabin, there came a knock at
* A prophecy
” paid I, and *tie—
formation;and the subtle influence yon see it as you came along? ”
She blushed, and righed, “ Ahem "
my door, and upon opening it one of the
which thofie dark, sparkling eyes exer“ Yes,” I replied, “ I remember it.”
party entered.
cised over me inspired me with confi“ Well, sir,” he continued, 1 have
“Hallo,” he exclaimed, “heard yon
a suspicion, which I never have yet com- got lariated last night.” He then went
^0fl8e8$0r’ an(^ l°werin8
municated to any living being, not even on and told me what the party had acA Most Konmrkablo Aflklr.
44 Have you ewer heard of Morengo’s to my daughter, and that is that somecomplished,and to my amazement I
h
where about that clearing Morengo and found that they had been to exactly the
• The dark eyes flashed with exoitemont his men live.”
same place I had. He described minute-as she answered
“But,” said I, in surprise, “ are yon ly the trail, the house, the barn, and
“ What, the stage-robbers?”
not afraid of yonr lives, living in such everything on the premises, “ but,” said
Jane, I started from the camp, mounted
on one of* the toughest Californiamus- . “ Yes," said I; “ then you have heard close proximity to such a desperate he, “ there wasn’t a sonl there.”
of them?”
band?”
“ What,” I exclaimed, “no one there!”
“ Yes, indeed,” she replied, “ I have
trail. I was the leader of a party en“Did you ever hear,” he replied,
“No,” he replied; then very signifigaged by the stage agent to ferret out heard a great deal of them ; ” then add- significantly,“ of Morengo attacking a cantly : “ They must have got wind that
and bring within the grasp of -justice, ed, archly, “ I hope you are not one o^ house?”
wo waa cornin’, for tilings looked mighty
,
if possible, a notorious gang of road their
No, I never had.
like as if they’d just cleared out.”
“ On the other hand,” said I, “ I am
agents. We all entered into the spirit
“ And let him dare to attack this
I felt sick.
, , , ;
’jT house,” he continued, with considerable
of the enterprisewith a will, for we had after them.” c
“ Who do yon suppose lived there?”
“Imloevl!” she exclaimed, 4 with in- spirit; “that girl of mine and I could I asked, with a sinking heart.
been longing for some kind of adventure, as fully a month had passed since creasing interest; and theh, looking give them a pretty rough deal, I reck“ Why, Morengo, of course,” was the
on.”
the “ dry Reason ” had set in, ahd, on ac- around in a frightened maimer, askejd
confident answer.
count of the scarcity of water, we were “ But you don’t think they live aily“ Why,” I exclaimed, “ what oonld she
“ What proof did* yon find ?” I asked,
do?”
obliged .to .abandon our claims until the .where around here, do
quickly,grasping at a straw of hope.
'winter/raibs. Sd it was with joy ive I “ I am convinced,” I replied, lowering
“Do!” ho replied. “ Well, now, she
“ Well,” said he, “ we found about a
embraced the opportunity that now my voice still more, “ that they do live can swing a rifle just as lively as the J dozen mail-bags, and as many broken
'

,

c

ipa*r the; Violet! She bore the name of my
jtlml she «ot lie- favorite flower; and, oh! how well it
fort? fttf, I gr<W mttrt atfa illbrS edm- fitted her, thought
“ Yes, sir,” I replied;* “ and any infor- 1 them, and then I remembered being
“What oonld have brought yon into matiott you conld give me would bo pulled from my horse and robbed -as 1
eh ari oiri-ofUhMvayplace as
sue
greatly appreciated.Am I on the right supposed. But, strange though it apshe asked, after the table had been track?”
••r
peared, my horse, my revolvers, and the
ineaigeo

A Woman's Logic.

again.

of chloroform.
pull* down. e/bw/ Hyuf^bwi phltes build* up.
The sun was high when I picked my- Opliun
Oniura twis-n*. Fellows* Hypopho* is U>« antidote.
AlcoboF
poison*, reflows* Hypopbon.is be antidote.
self up and gazed in wonder around.
Tobaccopohnni. Fellow*’Hjrpopbm. is the nntUota
Slowly, and one by one I recalled the Debll ty and disease from any cause is po non. Fellow*'
UypopbiupbUo*is ever the antidote.
incidents of the preceding day, but
It ha* alreadyaccomplished more good than all other
could not understand how I had arrived remedie-* combined. It never fail*when u*ed as directed. It core* the rick, surtaUu ibe drooping and pn>at this spot, for indeed C
ville was eerres tbe houltiiy.
Evrr mendinfr,never mnrrin*.
in plain sight, and my mustang was
FELLOWS’ llYPOPIHMPlIITftJ
| picketed near by. Mv arms
'pained me
•s nsed Bucceaafully
in di*oa*©eo/ the Blood. Nerve*
I a litUe, and that called to mind the
Muscle*,Rones, in the fnnetion*of digestion, nutrition,
thinking, undertundinc.bearinc. seeing, feeling, UsU
. lariat that had been wrapped around

:

I.
f

my way

'%/

IllustratedHistory and Cyclopedia of FWunasnnry,
700 pages, 800 lUastratiuns,
hiUl-Moroco),price 84.00.
The Masonic TVkcn, Illustrated, full-giltbinding.it60.
True Masonic Chnrt. A universal Ahlman Itaz-m. Fully
Illustrated, cloth, gilt, 81 60. Sold by subscription
only.
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CHEAP AND GOOD
Homes for *11, near R tt., towns and stations ($l.2S per
acre). Country drslrable in e-ery way. Product* varim].
Freight'to beat market* vnry low.

IX

REDUCTIOXS
TRAX8PORTATIOX VERY LARGE.

All who wish * Farm of their own and desire to better
their conditionshould send their full address for maps,
viewwhnd full Information. B. T.
1-y LuSulle Nt.. Cblcniiw, 111.

SMITH A

CO,

next bushwhacker.”
presented itself for consuming
express boxes in the barn. Isn’t that
BE9T FOOB FOR INFANTS AND INVAUDS.
Her alarm increased.
I was astonished.
a portion of the long, tedious interval.
lifcoomniemled by
proof enough? ”
Physicians.
“ Why,” she exclaimed, “ I have boon
“And I never saw a horse so fast,” he
had been engaged in this most
"Afirr u*lng tii» veHea*
I thought I was dreaming; I could
leading
prepsrstlont for Inagreeable work for some weeks without living here for several years, with no added, with apparent pride, “ that she not speak.
fant.' Food,without btnrfil to
inychlld, u»rd lheC«n«»L»
many favorable results; and, on the other protection during the day than couldn’tlariat on the keen jump.”
Another knock at the door roused
Mlllt. The first month the
morning referredto, I decided' to try
It is unnecessary to say I was amazed. me somewhat, and another of the party
childgsln.d four pounds,and
U steadilyImproving.'*
I assured her that 1 really thought it A lady, thought I, who possesses so ! entered and said the agent would like
my luck iuuii:eqmfc>iiniedby the other
D. IJ. BEEKMAN,
—
—
3s9 Dtmtry, A’«» l'**members 6f the party. S6 I started must be an abandoned set of wretches many and such varied accomplishments| to see me. I hastened, to the stage-ofstage-ofby Grocer* and DrmnrifltReverywhere. Mauoout aday^in advance; and, in the after- .who would harm a lady— and especially —whose sweet voice I could now hear fice, where the remainderof the party
pred by the CEREAL M'FG OO., New York.
nooa, at the time mentioned,'trim winch- her.
in the adjoining room as she hummed a were assembled. Not a word of greetShe appeared to take no notice of this familiar song while busying herself ing did I receive from one of them as I
ing my way along a narrow trail— having left the stage-roadfar behind— and, little compliment, and I continued : “On about her duties— was a wonder indeed. entered. The agent was the first to
from the fresh imprints in the trail, I the other hand, I understand, they are a
The door opened and supper was an- speak.
Tlrat Establinhed ! Most Successful!
was 'convinced it liad been traversed very gallant band of rascals, and scarce- nounced in readiness.
“ I believe you said you lost your sadTHEIR INSTRUMENTS have u standard
After supper was over and the table dle-bags yesterday ? ”
but a short time before. I had never, ly ever require ladies to surrender their
trnlue iu all the
valuables
when
they
attack
a
stage.”
vacated
I
again
essayed
to
leave,
when
at any previous time, penetrated so far
“ Yes,” I replied.
into this forest of chaparral and in- This seemed to reassureher. “ But," I the father met me with the words
“ Well, the boys found a pair about
cipient oaks ; it was the densest I had went on, “ you can doubtless better un“ Oh, you must stay over night. Your three miles this side of Morengo’s.
ever seen, and the trail that led into it derstand this when I inform you that it party will be along in the morning, my Are these yonrs?” he asked, holding
Everywhererecognizedns the FINEST
was the most tortuousand serpentine I is a question which is the leader of the daughter informs me, and you can join them up.
IN TONE.
had ever traveled. But, as I had never band, Morengo or his daughter Juan- them then.”
I seized them, and plunged my hands
before struck a trail that did not lead to ita.”
It was just getting dark, and I insist- into the pockets. The note was gone.
In and In use. New Dcrrigns constantly.
“iOh I” she exclaimefl, “ now yon have ed on going, although my heart did not;
some place, I concluded that this one
Then said the agents while his and
It work and lowest prices
aroused
my
curiosity.
How
romantic!
so my horse was ordered, and, as. I took the eyes of the whole party were fixed
led somewhere also. This conclusion
nt~ Send for n Catalogue.
soon verified, when a sudden turn Tell me all about her, please; it is such the proffered hand of the fair creature npon mo :
atSi,ini), WaKlian.IED8tai,M
brought me into a natural clearing,of | a riire thing that we hoarx>f romance in who had in such a short time filched my
“ Is this yours? ” holding up an unsome 500 or GOO yards in circumference, j thi8 isolated region.”
heart from me, I gave it a pressurewhich sealed note.
in the center of which stood a house 1 HQT graceful form inclined in her brought the crimson dye to her fair
“ Yes,” said I, and, in a rage, demandand a barn. Now, thought I, my efforts I eagerness to.catoh every word I uttered, cheek ; and the father, seizing my hand ed : “ Who opened this note? ”
fluve been rewarded with success; here 1 an(l her cheek flushed with pleasureand with a vise-like grasp, repeated the
Is the Old ReliableConcentrated Lye
“Nobody,” said one of the party;
•is the rendezvous of the notoriptm ! excitcmeufc a*8 I b)ld her all I knew and warm invitation of his daughter to come “ twa’n’t seftled.”
Morengo gang. At that moment
l^d heard about the remarkable woman, again, which I assured them I should
I unfolded it quickly and read these
The moon was shining brightly as L words, traced in the same matchless Directionsocomnpanrln*each can for making Hard,
'mustang, whoso best feelings were evi- whose daring deeds exceeded those of
Soil and Toilet hkjopXAUli'KLY.
dently aroused bv the sight of the barn, any of her father’s followers, and that it rode slowly, and, thought I, what can hand that the stanzas I had read the
IT IS V UIL WRIGHT AND STRENGTH.
was affirmed that the most successful equal the hospitality of a Californian? previous day were
The market la floodedwith (so-called) rv -ntratei
a«. which is adultarotadwith salt and row_
raids of the baud were planned by her, And as I was about to leave jthe clear“ Compliments of Juanita Morengo.”
SA VE ifQJVi.r, AND BUT THE
<timf to turn aid got under ^oyflr of, the and she always assisted in their execu- ing I took one last look at the house
As the agent saw the different expresat least in this
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where my divinity dwelt, and was snr- sions of ray face, he said
prised at seeing a form approaching me.
“ This is very remarkable ! ”
Could it he she? I rttopped and waited.
I gazed blankly at the sheet; again
MADK BY THL
Sure enough, it was she. I dismounted, were the incidentsof the previous day
Pennsylvania
Salt Manuf g Co.,
and, as the fair creature drew near, she recalled; I remembered with a vivid
PHILADELPHIA.
distinctness the father’s remark of his
LESLIE'S
“ I forgot to caution you. It is a very daughter’s proficiencyin the use of the
dangerous road you have to travel, and lariat; I remembered the soft, white
especially at night.”
hand that bad touched my face as I inI looked into the dark eyes before me. haled the fumes of the opiate ; I thought
Could it be possible that I had awakened of the deserted house, the mail bags,
CONDUCTED BY ,
the same feelings in her heart that she
express boxes.
eyes
had in mine?
grew dim;
knees shook; my CHARLES FORCE DEEMS, D. D.,
“Do not give yourself a moment’s heart seemed to bo forcing itself ire
alarm about my welfare,” I replied. “ I into my throat; I was suffocating, it
Pastor of the Church of the Stranger*.
have traveled roads a thousand times was all plain now. Yet, as I staggered
The Sunday Maoa«n* alms to ripply pare and
more dangerous than this trail.”
out into the open air, I repeated the health*
reading,not only for hunday, but for every day
of lira week. Itoontoina more reading matter,and la
“ Oh,” said she, “ I do not apprehend words the agent had uttered
more profuselyUlustr* ted, than any other sUnilsrperiany danger, but, you know, a word of
“ Yes— it-pisr—very— r^piarkable.”
odical pobhabed In horojw or America; and no effort or
expense will be apared by the Editor sud Publisherto
warning is sometimes better than an
render ft worth* of the oordiAl appreciationand geneton- suppvrt which it has received.
A
Good
Kerosene.
ounce of steel” And then added,
r> The Number for .lannnry. which will be Issuedearly In
archly: “Look out for Juanita Mo- , According to Prof. J. Lawrehce Smith Dvoeinber,commence*the Fifth Semi-Annual Volume of
tbe SUNDAY HAOAtnnt.This present* a favorable opporrengo
,
good kerooene should have the follow- tunity for the commencementof new Subscription*and
P«*II«h*rwneclallydratre* that former Subsorilief*
I laughed, and told her that I had ing characteristics: First, the color the
will renew their Subscription*
promptly,ao that he may
he
enabled
to have the name* duly registered.
nevet yet met a woman whom I thought should be white ofl- light yellow, with a
conld worst or take me at a disadvant- blue reflection.Second, the odor,
’ I replied, “but I am
a day in age. WitE a merry little lahgh she ex- should be faint and not disagreeable,
i
vano^of -them; and, as I said, it tended her hand, and, at the same time, Third, the specific gravity, at 60 deg.
Three Dollars per Annum, or Twenty-ftve
d really be unjust for me to remain handed me a note, requesting me to take
Fahrenheit, ought not to be below 0.795
idle here while they are pursuing their it to C
Cents per Single Humber.
ville; “and promise me,” she nor above 0.84. Fourth, when mixed *
,1,* V 1 ,;|y , ViJlilt i»‘f ,, (ii| (I'
laborious search.”
added, as she looked me full ill the with an equal volume Of sulphuric acid
The Magaclne may be ordered throngh any Bookseller
Newsdealer.
rhgi
IfjyBbfU
ges, “ that you will not look at it till Of the density Of 1.53, the color ought orWhen
sent d Irectlyfrom the Office, the Postage will be
prepaid
tv the PubUsher. !«*;! TioV’.. tTr /•
she
arrive .there.
you arriyq
there, I think I am
can trust not to become darker, but lighter. A
“Yes,” said I; “ their intentionwas to you. ' I promised by all that was holy petro.^eumthat -satisfies all these condifollow the trail which brought me here.” that I would nor violate her trust, and tions, and poetessesthe proper flashingFraiik Leslie’s PublishingHouse
“Well,” safd she, “yod must stay un- at the samO time deposited the. note in poiut, may be regarded as pure and safe.
til papa comes. I shall have to set a pocket of my saddle-bags. I then
53, 55 & 57
PLACE,
table for tea.” And, before I could in- raised to my lips the little hand that
Francis Murphy has begun a camterpose a word, she yas away. As she had laid so confidinglyin mine and im- paign against whisky in New York.

vAiapareal before- a dog— a most saVago1 tion.
and ferocious-lookingbrute— made his
Thus employed in pleasantconversaappearance, and, taking in the situation, tion the moments slipped nlway into
waa making aTery. straight lifUe in my hours, and every moment that passed I
direction, when, to my great relief,and felt myself becoming more hopelesslynot less to my surprise, the door of the entangled in the meshes that the lovely
house flew open and a lady appeared, woman before me was all unconsciously
whose' quick order:
wearing and throwing wound me.
"Tiger, Tiger! come back here, sir;”
As each successive hour passed I made
accompanied at the same time with an up my mind to leave before another
emphatic stamp of her foot, brought the had, but as often failed in my resoluenraged animal cowering back.
tion. The sun was now’ low and! es*Woh’fc you come in, sir?” she said, sayed to drpart, but was met with the
addressing me ; “you mflst be very much words: “ Why, ydu^urely won’t- go un{aligned.” ^And>in , abnoat) the,, pame til papa comes horiior T am sure he
breath, cried :i“$i T^r, At Toy# ceihfe mould be clad to meet you.’}
r
and put the gentleman’s horse away.”
“ Ybl really riiusk^excnso mo,” sAid I
immediatelydismounted, and it is not in justice to the rest of the
”
handed my horse over to the guileless party
and inoffensive-lookingMongolian who , “ WMt party?” she, brake in. '
.reepomded to the lady’s call. •» ’ -[>
“ Why,” I replied, remembering that
"Walk right; in, sir,” she said. I en- I had not told her, “ I am onlyone of a
tered and thanked her for her kindness. party of some ten or twelve.”
“You will please excuse me a moment,
“Ah, yes,” said she, eying me closeor," she said, gazing down at her soiled ly, “I sec. And all searching for Mor,
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apron. “I hardlyetp^cMd

afly

one

day,” she oimtumed
ontmjied,displayingjust

!”

an ad joining roo»,

and^^ook advantage of her absence by
surveying the<one.inwhich I was sitting.
It was furnished in a manner uncommon
to that section of the conhtfy. Everywhere there were evidences of ‘Hie delicate taste ixw-sessed by its fair mistress.
The floor was carpeted ; the walls were
covered with white muslin ; there were
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THE HOME DOCTOR.

rating. Six layers of medicated gauze
are then placed over the froiind, and
Ammonia, saleratus water and other
the whole is covered with Mackintosh
alkaline washes are the usual remedies
cloth.
for bee stings, A frpsh tomato- leaf
omlifkl bud riiibed onujio punqture is
,Tlie Physiology of
recOBMnenaed^ au ea^tmd sa^erteign
er is the Isrgout
n in thq
body, and the bile wki
e to vitiation and
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Get Beans ob BiirroNS,^:tc., in Their
Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y., the
Noheb.— Parents are often puzzled to
proprietor of Dr. Pierce’s Family Medicines, and
help their children when they get beans,
.*6o
buttons, etc., in their noses. The also of the Invalids’and Tourists’Hotel, of
Catalogvr r kek
Uirrms Wanted!
Ne
THEO, J. HARBACH,
Medical Record says: “Blow the pa- that city, has recently been elected to Congress Great Needham
Musical Marvel. V S09 Filbert St., Philada.,Pa.
tient’s nose for him, by closing the by the very tlatteringmajority of nearly 3,000.
empty nostril with your linger and Ho has already served his constituencyas State {
blowing suddenly and stronglyinto the Senator, and this renewed indorsement signifies
mouth-— au efficient muthod which has that his services have been highly satisfactory.
DAILY. IpaRPs. 55 eta. a month :90.00 a iear.
often succeeded when instruments have His extensive practice in the treatment of
S|1M)AY. SliaRoa. Sl/JOnyenr.
failed. The glottis closes spasmodically Chronic Diseaseswjll not, wo are informed,bo
WEEKLY. Spumes. Si a year.
'1'IIE SEN ha* the largestcirculationand la the
and the whole force of your breath goes neglectedor suffer in the least when the time
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arrives for

flies out at the first effort.”
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to take his scat in Congress,it
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being intrusted to bis brother and other experi-
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remedy,

^ounu at

ue Antidote to Atceuoi

about two month* abn wrote her mother that ebe wee
ehUrely free from Mr ol4 treuhlM and wwtMmd
hundred and tbinjr-uve poauda, awtUn* • tout gokaod

Ltwt*

ZZ

fn.m GflUrrn for «b St twelve reara prsvioaah> .M.nch,
1876. Tb. d •«*.«.Wated iiiainijr in my b.4u and bowela, caufinjr paiinul nleeratlonttq my none, anu I qould
•caicely breathe Uiruuyh thai ImyorMntutKAb.l ' i
Durinq th. l*at two vran of tlui llm. tn. catarrhal
DK. U. K. & Y H JUt.
oondntonof tba boeela rsvultedin uloarail *i, amt th. •treet, Chicago.
Tilt tlatnhtnl fa rtgard to Mr ifewgMtrU Ire* ia avarw
dinolurgn and olber appearauoM war. ibucn lika a
MRb. KA'l'Y UHkUvif.
che.nic
in'-'iiiv uiar.
diar.hea.
urn.
Bent. 18. 1M7. '•
Theatimsch wta aleo Involved,and
>.
otaan, to.(Mia Green U now to Chioago-preaent
mtoeDee,
getln-r with the bow* D, would at time, l>ec<>mn so diu
tended oa to become terrlWy unoomlortable,t lion relax, 861 Clyborne avenue.)
until *' I feel all gone," la the beat eipreaaionI can give

,

jwtfcafqr.

this

~

Terrible Cuae-WeaderDil Cure.

for It.
My eyee were badly affected, but, worae to me If poaaithan all tb~ rest, was a deafness that neatly dla
abled me for business.It came to be so bad at last that,
at church I had to take a fiont seat, and even then,
with my hand spread out back of the car to catch ana
concentratethe sound, 1 seemed to miss about hall the

M,**

New RtTTLam), Ll.. June
Dx. O 'B. STEM— Deqr Sir: 1 feel it my duty to ttve
you e condensed history of my csm. In tue •umtoerot
1873 1 took a very t-verecold, which Milled In Hat fcmux.
Ipsld but littleattentionto It. as 1 thought It woula
wuor out, but it came rvry near wearing roe out toeleefl.
sermon.
My meripry wia alio greatly Imp'lred. I ehill not at- aa the aeqnelwill snow. 1 bed a constantpain over an
tempt a dmc Iption of my sullc-iing* ; you. from your eyes and thr ugh my loreueait, and ae the Qieeeae adown know) dgn of tuo disease, can well judge what tiny vanced the dischargefiom my nuie hecauinot a tnkR.
yellowUb niattor, and veiy otton-lvo.Mnoily tea diamust have he»n.
vmu oxtsnded to my throat, and «;it tny palate on ; thou
In March, *76, I beard of and tried your "BURK
CURF." and took It according to dtroobona; I expe- Itext ndod to my tonsil* and eat ttv.in both outiuor
rlunugd gre»t aatsfactbn from the biidyluU r. and did ibis humble diatfaseatop tuere, hut In the Ul) ot
alttrAbooi fourbotuai nvreuaed, ni» tje wcigAudde/ifv 1874 It eat a hula tiinu.iithe luoi of my moUUx Mul
ol-arPdupt lwa*liiuburab attUattiliMiahatl suemed tiuallygot * i large 1 iould run my loie-hngerupaeiar
a* tho Ural joint, i-nd was ae raw and uloentied ae U
us if a now revelatn.n h id lieen opened up to me.
co Ll b«. ami tin illy the scent became ao bad ttwv no
I discontinuedI he medicine gradually,
toe ulcers In
one coul I .u>‘ in tue room with me any length oi thua.
my head and bowela healed the duos in my hram was
In ton nintiiiliue,however, 1 ua> d nearlynil kin e of
mat ired to oner, In fact 1 culd bear, and smel.uml
nicdtcinoi ih it wo.q lecommended to me. UmUm phybreathetnrouiu my no»s. ami bsvs been tree Innn the
due so suo'e that tun-. 1 tli«-rlully lecoinmendyu ir sic 'bus and surgeons, and all to but littleb«<retit,oul) lor
‘ftURKGURK" to all lUc suffeiers, and h i*e kno<n toe time bri ig, but w tuuo coat me an immense amount
s-vera esse, ol caturrbatoolda that yielded promptly ul niom y ; in lact, nearly rtdnced me to povertyat u«.
Iu tluispr.ngot1876 my dlnsaseassumed tiro fwnnof
to the remedy.
Wi hingyou a "Happy New Year" In your nobl. asthmti,and Cod only knows what l sufforeA k bad io
give up ad lali * and waa conrtnedlo tlie noueu t be Must
work, 1 am reapectlnlly aud gratelully youra,
oi the nuie. In July, 1876, 1 went to Micuignnlor My
A. o. DAVIS.
health ; from there to Northern Iowa ; but continued to
grow woia-, until lif- leonine a burden t» m , aud i
N<h« Rnw— Boiir* Euioit Out.
p> a) ed to God to put an end to my suffering*. 1 boa k.wt
118 N. Apa 8t., CiiioaOO,Rapt. in. 1877.
my voice »o that I -r almut two yoais 1 u >uld acurauiy
QVKR two year* ago 1 was cured i>y Hr. Sykes' nmie- peak above a whisper. At last I resolved to ouniebunn
dies. The whole Inside oi my left n-ntn! wua i rrlac'iy and patiently await Uiegrim moimer-betb. I imaged
riw. and itnnd.stenC'earareiin'lttio flivlstnn of thu
througli Chicago on lh «l6th of mat March, but 1 uinvr
n ae on the dp. Two pieces of hone bad got loose a d
dionmidthat tbo.e waa In that odv such a G od kUcame out I had not heen able to smell fur three isura;
mantan as I have ainoe found in Dr. fyke*. At I hia
or tu.te anvthiag in a long time, and my lungs bad got
lime 1 waa but littlemore than a ik«lut>>n,wrigiung hat
quite bad also, and I was in dminalr.
one hundred ponnda. and oou'd nut walk ten ioda with1 had doebnedabout six in- mils proylnua to going
out breathingso h«>d *• tu b« beoid uy peiaona enme
with my Husband to use Dr. Hykea.and, not geitlrg any
yard* tsom me. and whtn I arrived borne I waa e»
letter, hul rataer wares, was afraid I could r.ji be
chanced my motb' r lutdly knew tue. A wb-b* after
cured ; l>ut in alrout three tuonlhs the cute waa comth s. I h ippened to read one of yuor pnmtdileta.w btWd
pleted In •;very p-irttoular, and bar. remainedso ever " The True Theory oi CaUrrb/' which aeemed m tuMK8. H. J. 1IILS0N,
Itonnland common sonac, I proenred ome u: your" Hota
Cure for Catarrh."and beforeI bod tinUbed utm botvUs
Eight or Nine Years’ C'ntnrrli. Dyspepaln, my breathwas sweet aa honey, end while iisln* the halfdoten Kittiestho amount u( slime and matter that i
, •
1 Ixtsa o> Minnll, Etr^ Lurrd.
raised from mv throat and Innga was truly enowuowv.
I think no man ere? had the Cl Urrli much worse than
almost beyond belief, for It xa<ffbt be counted tie by
I had for riyAt nr ninr ytn • The disci)trges from the
qavrte, If not by galtnni.
head
mad were i>«rlsctly
perlectly awful, svpocinlly
especially>n
m tb«
the m
m irnlnii.
Now I raise butva y little, my roioelaotron*end doer,
A"yth|n^ o-K'lcmg cr burningIf rouhfn'l
muhln't until,
•mtll,and
_ ___
I
no more contractionot the air pOnoagM, or asthma, aud
sxlft-rcddteiulfully
j ft
fy 'in
-m th«
the DVBftraiA.Uiat
lain aura
1 foel belter aud atmiiaor than I have RR for ut Wat
pn imorted f nun th^ foul Oatarrb
flvu year*. I now wHgu ItiM t> umds. and am till nieOver a vear aqu 1 uaml livebottls*am! A half (got six)
Ing. Mv friends here look upou mv cure eo far aa
of Dr. Sykes’ 8 ire Oura.aniHililtaail
Tube, and it cure./ miracle wroughtfrom 0, d ” And when 1 mediUto
n.r ptrj rctly «miAii.1 hare no Dyajv'l'sia •noa:my
uoon my conditioncow to what it wee th ee month* ssm.
eyes »re si-onper;ears 'me from nnKiiiii; bead clear,
1 will oitnn rub mv eves and get up add walk aroauilto
and nn truce of Ox/urrA. I can smell slurp ns 6vor,«iid make cure that 1 am awake -that it U nut ofl a dream.
never waa so wed in ail my life as thq last aix moult) .
M v mol her bee watched the effecta of your*‘l*ure i torw*
Mr adviceis: “tin atrl tin fflrrirfre.”
on me with an Imareat each aa om e but a widowed1
WILLIAM HHURK. Press Foreman.
mother can fed far an only eon. And even uigM amt
ChioAKO NeiV'liaper
Ualou, 181 Fiftu avenue.
morning, when w* bow around our family altar.
aUa w«
UntOAOO.Oct 31,1872.
nn an urn* at prayerthat you roar be bleared..wd
nered. Gh. thanks be to (Tod
God ana
and to Dr. Ryka* that f
Ilcuring.SIrIu nnd .Memory llmioreiL
nave been snared such a horrible death. My dear air. 1
owe v»u a debt that I nsver can repay. My b«*H evawFactorvvu.j.e, Cook Oo., Ill, M irou 3J, 1877.
flows with gratitudeto yon for tho Kind Intereet
Anotir thw tirst of lavt Fehromt I uot one botte of
have taken In my orwe-a stranger, and ll yon think tow*
ynar Sure (,'uie and 1 isuftlntnr. 1 bad bfcen auffHrlnx
vbout three yean with Catarrh.1 am now union th- vou may publishthis Utter, and If any one doubt* far a<
moment the truth or veracity of this plain otaUwiroat, V
third bolt le, nod have used one of y our liar Spec tic ; and
would refer thorn to Mnrm-na A. H-oVs. or Wa* w.
words cannot expresshow koo.1 I teoL 1 am a new mnn
Webber, both the moat Influential cltlaana > f owr l- ww.
o.itlrely. My head, which b id boon conipiotely stuff-d
ItoerieoiMy
PKROY T. ODKKThK.
up, la now na clear nsi nnl'e; theawelllnKhas all lelt my
(Mr Qi wug oompletoly cored, and taught aanirolto
noae; my eyoi, which had been for two yean doad and
TVirfon.KayoMe county. Inwa.ail tno followng wmt tn and
watery, are now ns br.tfbtiianiamrnda. I waa so cent
t><n nnitaninmorfailowpil
l>ookk**j>(iig.inFomi rJulaia.
that 1 was toniplat'il.r
atupld, sod 1 oould aoi remenib-r
Wts. I" No .ember, 18)7.ho stay, d one week
with
we
nnyihinK ; now my hear mq and memory are aa good aa
where ho won seen by many oereune.l
ever.
Before commencingwith your remedies, I called on
Dr.
. He Mid 1 hod caUnb in Ita wuret form, and
Another Wnttilrr -Clmiika and Konetoit [ did not tin vo it cured immediately, I w >ul 1 lose my
Hobuoma. Chattooga Co., Ga.. Hept SL NSX
hearingentirely.He avid he would cure mo for fortylive dollars.So you soe 1 have saved over forty d illsrs,
1 white to thank you for tlie wonderful care yaw bwva
as your medicine has coat me only about tour dollars,
wrought on me by your tnrdiclne—“ Ihe Sure Guau’*
and I or uld not expect more from it it ii had coat me
Nn win da can explainthe aerarlty of my cose or wepfeto
four hundred. You can use tbi* aa you wish with the
thegratitndn1 f.el,for I am aureyourtemedy
baaauvaA
greatest
WAl. MURRAY.
me not only from nnaotak ible tuffer ng out troua to*
To Dr. C. Ii. .fylke*.
veryvorgoof thegrayo.My nnignhorsAnd ptowsdanw
Child of Five Yearn.— Terrible Scent Cured. fT had tnpd a d«nsn dootort) look upon my eat* e* being almost mlraenloua.
Mas. M. M. Staoy, Wfl Fulton St., Chicago, March,
For fouryoar*past I badauffered from Da tank, Ilaad1876. brought her only diuKhter of live years to my
ache. Neuralgiaand occasionallung troubles, so •««>•'
office. She scented so h.d tvom Iter head os to be soon
at times aa to be confinedto my bed. During last Henoticed. Her mother said : " It seems half the time as
v«tnl>er my ears and noatrlD became ao tender 1 had f*
though I could not d.ees her. ’ Had been no about n
covnt them with tlanntlteven in thla warm uliMeto,.
year, and found not lung to do her any good. April 2J,
when I went out doors. In JanuaryI had nwaralgiato
1875. Mrs. St*cy wrote os follows;"To nay Hut your
bourn, to soveru1 waa In perfsetagony, torn my woaanto
treatment for my little d mglit T was a I that you recoinbegan dlscb irg ng a him', iiffuuaivccorruption,g rowing
mended, would expressIt but feniily,f< r 1 Hunk in hsi
graduallyyrl ow nml thick. I le t weak sad diseased
case It ha* surpassedyour expectation*,
aa one bottle of
nil over. Alv nostrils linally clotod up no 1 could itoa
your ‘Sure Cure’ has wrought nearly a cure, it not brentlie through t hem, and it 1 weet to sleep it wo* to
wholly. f >r tier. I am only too happy U> add my uame
heawnkmiol every few minute* will) slr.ngllligand
to your list of wonderfulcares."
Hnff.>cati'>ii1 had not had a iniim'e’a aa* i tm mom ho.
[No more waa needed ; tho cure waa complotj.]
and in) sufferligs wsre indeacn liable.Ir was tn tbi*
condition,after imring tried all the n-roedia* and phyClime Home to Die— Itcturnrd Cured.
sicians in my reach, that I began taking tiro '•hwr»
On the 11th of September,1676, Mias Annie Green, Cure." It teiiuvtv.i me in debt houra a< that 1 slept
aged twenty-tour,
was brought to me by her niotui r for nearly nil nu la. nnd in the mondug I Mt llkon aear
treaunenL Hot palate (the Uvula) wes entirely gone, man. The tblid day (lie m ittur begin eom ng away to
and a hole ns lar.n ns the end of my t huinli, ll ilU-ued,
large lumps, aud the quantitypa-sed in three dnja wo*
was eaten tLn/iigh the ell above, alvi a ho.e Jhr>ug
simply Incrodlbio This com inu»d attniervalaforaboat
from tho Inner n the outsideof tlm nose as large on u
forty days, when in, trying to clear my head the wbolw
pipe-stem. '1 Hese were so fetid as to he almost unen- thing seenicdto break I»om in the npper pan oi My
durable. and as raw as they ponlb.'y could tm.
bead and fall Into the air pas«agra,nndilychoking ase;
Her throat and sUnmicli were C JinpleUlyderanged. by means of a crooked instrumentI succeeded to
Lungt weak naa eore. with bad cough, i»i appe Ito and breaking it up into aiuall lump* and pulling and hawk*
great generaltlHbllit); her tveigiilwas rtdnced to only
mg l out When I got It all out there waa a EtM meoa
eighty-five pounds. She bad boon living In Colorado, me lull of tba tough lutol lumps and softer matter.1
whew sho huh been treaff
acverslpiiyalcans. it mi
will send you A(>me of Uieso&xcreUona and bite of bow*
expense of MctlytUll-tl1lifvaln..Slieaald: " 1 hsv* tfmt worked out of my n.TOi. Your Ear bpecMU Ms*
come bontfftiyinyin'nthwf to «f1A, hot from wnat she has given me equal aartArsctlon yflth i he “ Sure Ooto.’* Ii
la now over a month since lYepoited tbs factuf my cere
to you. I inclose money tor two of roy neighbors; Utor
" LIvorTonio" (with one afl'llthmid ifvh'd’Mm).uiid .»n
symptomsare described on a separatesheet. Got do*
ointment. Tho aood effeeigwore ai.pareiithi tliroii
tois have foiled tri help them.
days, arvi in six woekatnn holes in palaie und tniWiaeru
My wile and childrenjoin in graHtnde to God and to
huuh'd sound, the breath sweet/r.ocough or *ornt<'|» of
|ou as an Inatraraent
in Uia honda tor restoringto Itowa
lungs, and a gain Iu llerh ot twenty-two pouna*. him
a husband and a father. God blesa you.
loon attor ret urned to Colorado and wont to work. In
GKO. K. PONDERbis
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a certain
for
It
stroya all appetitelor alcoholic liquors and tuiidi up the
norrouB aystem. Al'tvt* n dcbaucli,or nny tiucin.

{

DW

i

prrnte liidulgrnrr, it shiulc tciinpooiiriilwill
remove nil inentnl uml pltysirnl eepresaion.
It also care every hind of Fever, DYSPEPSIAand TonPIDITV or XUK lilVF.R. Bold by all druggist*, ft I pe
Bottle. Pamphleton
Alcohol,its Effects on tiic
jo Hi:
man Body, and Intemperance
------- ns
-- a
- Disease."
Disease,”sen®
sent)
free.
FATH FR M ATIIK W '1 K M P ER A NC
CE and manuKAITURINO CO.. HR Bond KL. Now York.

'

.

if

neglected, often attacks the lungs.

Prawn's Bronchial Troche*"give sure and

u

almost immediate

If you can't procure RidpoV Food Inyonr vicinity.Bund
65 eta. In stamps, with full dlioct 'ins, to WOOLRILTI
A X)., Palmer, Msm., and a can will bf> sent.

relief.

»«

1

j

(

Familiajutywith the writings of the groat
poets is a necessityto any one who wishes to
appear well in company. For 10c. wo will send
a book of 100 selections from the beautiful moloByrog, and

CURED FREE!
An Infallible and unexcelled remedy for
Eife, Eplleney or Fulling hlckiiPH*.
vv nrrantru to effect a speedy and
PElt >1 A NEXT cure
“A tree oof I It*” of my
renowned Specific ind n
valuableTreatise sent to
liny sufferer sending me his
Postofflcoand Eiprea* ad-

i

j

songs.

CHEW

/

‘

Tito Celebrated

!

,

dress.
1

'

Pit.

“Matchlesh”

H. 0. ROOT. 183 Pearl Street. New York.

Wood Tag Plug

RfsijiSU^

1

’

,

for this reason, too, ho

doors. In Novem-

STOVE POLISH
. HUNT’S REMEDY ^

Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment is one
of the few really valuable patent medicines

KIDmT'^ciNE

which we always hike pleasure in calling attention to. It is both for internal and external use,
and is worth moro to a family than a whole
medicine

chest,

Impure blood

„

gaire. Hunt'* Kcmetjy i> pqri iy vt^- uiinfand
preparedeipreaafy flir the above dtotawa It hai

,

is the cause of moro

—

|

Organs are now i)ol4 iu,tho United Btatos yearly.
Ijpst are those made tty Mason A Hamlin,
fliavs taloeo highestImport at all world’s
exportitious for twelve yeant, and ’am the only
American makers who lutvo Ukeu suclt at any.

\

i

THrElCHT-RtWfiiftC

30,000 Cabinet or Parlor

The
who

|

cured thouanda. Every liottle warranted. Send to W.
E. Clarke, I’rovidence,K.I., for illustrated painphlet.
If your dniggiit don't Mvq It, he flfl order It fur you.

misery than any other source of disease, hut
this fact is often overlooked.Parsons' Punjatwr Pills will make to w rich blood, and will
change the blood in the entire system in throe
months, taken one a night

More thou

vonra.

plu.'sure.

Tobacco.
Tub Pioneer Tobacco Company,
, Now York, Boston aud Chicago.

I

during his faoneymcrtm,I congratulated
him, and told him that a dry' cough with
which ho was troubled was curable, provided he took care to live in the open
air as much as possible, innring himself
to cold, sleeping in well-venti luted
chambers, free from dust. etc. But this
advice was hardly relished by the
young man. In, October they hired
rooms iu a house that had just been
built; its ‘ dampness they remedied by
keeping up tires steadily.The windows were hardly ever opened, as the
house stood ou a windy corner, and the
husband was growing more and more

,

Cured Ours.

since.

1

THE
FATHER MATHEW REMEDY1
Is
and sueody cure
intemperance.
de-

j

of

i

AMERICAS riBLIMHINO CO„

Air.— A writer in
of the Popular Science
For upward of 30 years Mrs. WKHLOW’B
Monthly tells of two patients whose SOOTHING HYIlUP has boon used for children
cases may warn and encourage those with never-failingsuccess. It corrects acidity
of the stomach, relieveswind colic,regulates
troubled with coughs. “ The reader,” the bowels, curoe dysentery and diarrhea,
he Bays, “ will allow mo to recite the whether arising from teething or other causes.
case of a patient of mine. A year ago, An old aud well-tried remedy. «) eta. a bottlo.

;

We

'

doors.

seldom went out

!

,0

druggists.

fee and tea

sensitive to cold

FOLKS,

OlLW APT VANDERBILT,

rous granulationsand scrofuloussores speedily
heal under the purifyingand soothing influence
of Hknhy’h Carbolic Halve, the promptest
and most efficienttopical applicationever discovered or used. It is believedthat there is no
chronic sore or eruption that may not be eradicated by this incomparablepuriflor.Hold by

course.,is

Coughs and Bad

1

or “ hlioiit cold,” which would yield to a mild

diminished. If exposure is continueduntil
this period arises, the effect of it, of

a recent issue

Publisher,N. Y. City.

“A Slight Cold,” Coughs.— Few are

and warmth

doubly dangerous. Hot cofhave long been known as
the safest of all warming winter beverages for men constantly working out of

ENGLAND.

aware of the importance of checking a cough

lows a reaction, during which the circulation is depressed

W.

MaitliewHaleSiiiilo’s new talf.
1,000 Promfnent porsons m<-n and women
analyied. Wteel l*«>i*trnltaof A. T.
Qi|t ic\tT
iiXv 1 , BE;, N Err, Etc. Tiih
sensation of the reason. Now Is the time fur,
fl E F N T R
,orrl,ory• Addn-s.for*
HD CO I O agency, circul.ua and terms,

may

they

1.

UCCES3FUL

obstinatelyresist
the action of other exlemal remedies, ulcers
containing proud flesh, swellings, tumors, lep-

all

j^EjtP 0 r T
^Fgfcjpersons who are apt ioWffor from exposure
nothing is bo injurious as the use of
spirits “ to keep out the cold.” The effect of alcohol taken in cold weather is
simply to deaden the sensibility of the
body to the feeling of chilliness,and
temporarily to hasten the circulation,
which leads people to fancy they are
being “ warmed.” But then there folTfr

Though

emphatically th* p«o

la

pie’s family paper.

A Core for Small-pox and Scarlet enced medical gentlemenwho have long been
Fever.— Sulphate of zinc, one grain; associatedwith the Doctor in the Medical Defoxglove (digitalis),one gTaiu; half a partment of his celebrated World's Dispensary
teaspoonful of sugar; mix with two and Invalids’Hotel Besides, as the Fortytable-spoonfuls of water; when thor- sixth Congress does not convene until Decemoughly mixed add four ounces of water. ber, 187fl, Dr. Pierce’s patients will not lose bis
Take a spoonful every hour. Either personalattention for some mouths yet
disease will disappear in twelve hours.
For a child smaller doses, according to
age. A correspondent of the Stockton
(Cal.) Herald claims to htvo persobally
known of hundreds of cases of the successful use of this recipe for small-pox,
and says that it will prevent or cure the
disease though the pitting be tilling. It
is harmless -if taken by a well person.

the Same Means

CntarrlterHen^and RqwtI«4 prnrnrH., Fee.
„ idftrflll-MTHeT:. UmCAtlO, Jan. I, Bits.
Dr. C. R. BVKE4— D"ir Sir: I wai a f eal auiierar

UmmWmJ. u4 >!»•*»*<'• n..,1

ll

We will f>*7 As«nU a B&lary of f 100 P«r month and
theyoqtionof-.the the above-mentioned ailments, fever and ague,
t>r allow a Unto coirnnlsalon, to mU out new
dyspepsia, bowel complaints, rheumaticand ubenM.,
atrotofeer acid here ^eoamneaoedia limanil wonderful Inventions.H'a nuan uhat u« My.
kidney affections,and aisorders involvingloss
ited to the parts
iwhich it is actually
Marshall,Sllch.
of nervous vigor. It is, moreover, a preventive
applied. Nitrate of silver is also fre- of malarial disease, and affords protection to
XKiIiil IK UlGilTY
quently used with advantage,and of late thousauds of persons residing iu districts of
I \ »lb ,MC
W
country where that dire scourge is prevalent
V
mc4
...i
a concentrated solution of chloral lias
!•*, f.i.r.bMbut W«i%,|*IU40W
As a remedy adapted to the medicinal requirefMl MB, lb, tlM u4 fUM r«,
been spoken of as efficientin destroying ments of families it is supremely desirable, and
Int •*•*,
4m,
aurfet*
AUiw. IW. MAkTIMCZ. « IW.m,
as a means of fortifying a debilitated system it
CheapestToy Lantern to Best Stereoptioor
To REtEEVE CmDnitN WHEN THEY is thoroughlyto be depended upon.
pointe

.

i'COi. Ikukuni,.lT Will St, N. Y.

from

To Ramove Warts. -^Tho best applir
chanoola than any
the aui* is said to -bo fehaft 0#
raOubhyLuckily for th
aver,
‘‘Unfailing
g source orwircr from livoiw*
drated citric aqid. The puflitJu-yacid
complaint,namely, Hoatotter’a Stomach Bittern. P
should not he uied ho6ause iW caustic a modtduo which for over »' quarter of a Centeffects extend much farther than the ury has’ been achieving thorough cures of
cation

_

o3W..gw»iapi

la

NEW
HOME
tho

Lntmr Improved, and meat ThorOUtflilj Foirelrur.tcd

i

|

'
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SEWING MACHINE

ber he t<>ok to his bed; wasugaiu about;
,
To cleanse aud whiten the tooth, to sweeten
Ever invented,Itis^.^ ......
but lio groilually duel mod, to tho last.LiiiA hrinth. uss Brown's Camphorated SapouaDR.
NOIS’LESS
ami hafi more POINT* of EXCELhoping td recover, . Different was tim oeous Dsuti/rica Twouty-tivocoiilsa bottle.
LKN CE than til other MachlSei combtm d.
1^- AGENTS WANTED In localitlcq wbore we
course followed by Air. H., who, emaci^Hon. 0. R PaRsonb, Mayor of Ihyohestor, was are not repreaunted.
ated and troubled
with a cough, had a
.
• 4i radicallycured of Bright's Disease by Craig’s
«fc CO.,
hemorrhage after contracting ‘severe [ Kidney Cure. Depot, 42 UniversityPlace, N. Y.
to risk tho money—toa stranger—send
ataenpa ore good aa cosh.) Address
SO Union Square, Now York.
cold/ Ho went into tho eouut*y, took
Orange, illas*., PlttHbiiVKh.Pa., CiilrttKo.
as much exerciao a« ho oould in tho
111.. hit. Louis, Mo.
open air, and returned home! with only
OTH’K.
-A'arnie'fa.'FnmlN«
a slight cough. At homo he every morn- ilea and Others can purchase no remedy equal to Dr.
G. I.
0., 169 B.
St,
ing took a warm bath, with affusion b of TOBIAS’ VENETIAN LINIMENT, for the cure of
Olvlara,
Diarrhoea,
Dyacnlury,
Group,
Cello
and
SeoM*" Thf vrdifnr wlsho. wvi to nrentlm,tbi* Pawr. This adrerUrement will not be repeated.
cold water, avoiding rooms with bad'air,
doknaet,token Internally (It la penectly harmless ae*
ttr ushvw, to^.iMteu^rouUo^MjnM^
0
etc. In six mouths ho waa froo from oath accompanyingwicn bottlo) and externallyfor
SUIVIb i HlNii fltW lor AtitN I b wi
UheumaUaui, Headachy, Toothache,Sore
hia cough, appeared to bo well nour- Chronic
wanted in evorV TfP'r« AddressTfovl'NW
Tij ii W end Beautiful.—Photograph Garda with Name.
Throat, Ottta, Burns, Bwclllnira,BroUeii, Moeqnlto
ll.Ssmplea3c. Bend picture to 8. PEBHT^Naaaau,N.Y.
ished, and no longer had any fear of Ritea, Old Serve Pain* In limbs, Bock and Ghost The
VENETIAN LINIMENT was introduced In 1847,and
A GENTS WANTED— For the beat and fastest Mil'
taking cold. If thq reader will dispas- h- one who boa used it hut cotUinuss to do ao, many
A. Ing Pictorial Bocka and Bible*. Price* reduced 33 Ur HI
rULting It it Wsa Ton Dollara a Bottlethey would not he
percent,
Addraaa NATIONAL PUB. GO.. Chicago.
sionatelycompare these two cases, he vtthoutlt. Thousandsof C'ertltloates can be seen at
be
Dt'ixiL
speaking
of
Its
wonderful
curative
properwill agree with mo that the tirst patient,
lea. Sold by the Druggists at 40 elk. Depot, 42
ntonth.BmalHjtiAfy while learning.Hlttmtkmfur1
liUblUhod 18U.
who never had hemhorrbage, fell a vicn rrav street. Naw York.
nlah/vlAffdreealCvalenfln»,-Mannger.Janefiyllki.Wto
ATT who wish lo take nyO.R. Und, worth |l0.Mpvracr\
tim to the action of fqul air; while H.
AAAdbJ rMdeao, amt jrlltt ibal pure. *n-l|i.<Mf*rC)rr»
IvIJ33FLCfHLAJ^rr0
fr hnYlnir ®rCTr-w!detT affrentEft!,nnder
nfeed to say, ‘ I must give to my diseased
«r*. Ac. p. l^thropSmith. Snrv-vo-. »-«lt t^ia-.f’tsh T,r.
lungs above all things fresh air, ns the
A MONTH— AGENTS WANTEO-38 BESI
•elln* artlslh* in the world , ono onarpfa;
prime necessaryof life.’ Animals never
Oil
/roc. Andre-a Jwv rtrnnaon Detroit, Mtr-b.
take cold, even in winter; therefore (lint the Jury on Cotton textilca, yarn* njid
[ANUFACTORY,
PAV—W Ku jn Urn L ^Ouitu*.^ w^uttc cu^o
Yellow Wrapper
rapper for Animal and Whhe for
among, mcnjli ip^M$a j^ifcof wrong throada, nt (he I'nria Exprsiitioii, decreed n
Muman p'Wh.
habito if air does any harm. jjYe know (Cold Alednl and Grand Prize to the Wllllis good rod
that gol- -tishee quickly -perish --when utuuiic Uaou Company for ‘’Spool Colton
Bums nnd Scalds, Sprains and Bruises,
rqpecially adapted for use on Mewitiff AlnChilblains,
freshwater is not proydjid .fqr ttyem, eK n^«,M 4vel All the groat (Hrff&fl mMnttlAmerica—over 19^00 In nso- regularly Jncorporato'Mfg.
Co.— Pianos sent an trial—
page Catalogueme.
and, \vhdn we wer«l b*yl, *e !ui<eQ to ___________
and,
___
_______
____
_____
_______
menireE of the world, we owe It Wir'dmy
i Clipped Hands, Foundered Feet,
Go-. 21 K. _I0Ui treet, JL Y.
4 Hcsh
in Pdt
Fouitry,
Roup m
con8ider.it cruelty. Jto .animals il. jyfflaixlthnMhiiriiBdjA i\iiuwr».i.A p.coatE f
External Poisons,
Cracked Heels,
made no o Dings for ventilation in tho to announce that
S ind Cracks,
Epizootic,
boxes
G.ilis of all kind*,
Lame Back,
(fbG
For
Sit fist, Ringbone,
. Window Kbodea, Ac
Hemorrhoids or Pi.'t\
Mason’s Pianoforte
Tectnics
Piano
irT
[Phil Evil,
IOOnouiIi DrNfilnVwcn
Toothache,
(fiW). a b»|ok
voj-'vi-“-rA of storllng
sterling inorit.wlth
merit,
clKint 600 Toch*
for Il)r«tniKv1
Prlre. f 1^
Ih
wellini
'
tilings,
Tumors,
Rheumatism,
nival Exercise*, whtoh may bo expanded to tn*ny
Tlie new autisopticmethod of siurG.trr
pet in Cows,
We nre advlaed by cable of the l^llowing
Spavins,Sweeney,
tliousanda.if desired. AdffdiWblyffreparedby Wto.
AKHES
BSO’5
COBSBTS
'lied Teats,
Mason, awlatodby W. 8. B. Mat tho wa.
Fistula, Mange,
rtfrivclrile MlgTes* M 'UI ll t |pfre*»4

„
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,
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SYKES’ SURE CURE FOR
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CATARRH”

JOICVSON, CLARIt
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;

M
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1

19iSl

Sfffl, 1

Cliap,

1

;

,
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to

JprtEBojYi

1

W

.

I

'

Er

4H-

Wounds,

b

TENTS !

•

I

Schoxjuu.
»

1

'
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Gilts,

Hare you read the loti Mutlml Heeordt 6

m Ml. ,

f illimaiiticLinen Go., Silyer

£

ot*.

each.

OBOAN.

fhr (he
(«3.(W.) The newest and the
rerr boat Organ fichnul.Teaobseoompi.iitiorf aa
well is playing. By Wm. H.
'

1
I

Clakee.

And we claim for the winners of dhe Pirst
Hubert ibr for Ott Mueieul Ktrord. filOO per year.
Prtee that, ns they liuvf estubll.vlied
Khode lalnud the lamest Hpool Cotton Alilis
mWTioo for thorough bane.
In the United StateM, where their 8900I Cot(Al.CO.lw T.'iatolmplcat tod Not method *0 teach
ion is ty^uiu foot tired tbronirh ctcry procens
from the raw cotton to the finishedspool,
2H pageiqf muWe per year in the MuetralRecord /
AJIKKICA, ns represented by Meiisrs.
J. A I*. COATS, is still A11EA1* IN 8POOL
For Singing Claasea.ONWARD! Singing School
Rook (by L.
Book
L 0.
O. RMRRSON).
KHERSON), $7.50
d7.50 per doson.
d uen. and
!
dOHNNON'N Method for Nlmrlnt (ImM*,

..

COTTON.

$350

c

1

WILL DO WELL

a

sncdosafnllytried at the Alexiaq Brothers’ Hospital, Chicago, during the past
two weeks. Iu each case a leg was amputated, and the patient rapidly recovered, experiencingdo pain whatever
from the use of the surgical instruments.
The method of operation .hi as follows:
The surface of the limb to be amputated
is first sponged with a solution of one
part carl*o]icacid to forty of water, into
the wound. This makes the operation
perfectly painless, and does away with
the necessityfor using chloroform or
ether. The wound ia then dressed with
oiled silk,. ^saturated with sulphate of
lead, which indicates the presence of
sulphate of hydrogen by turning black,
and shows whether the wound is suppu-

Liniment

MUSIC TEACHERS

.

S3;^'S53li.®Sl

Gargling

JOMSQN’S

HEW

Cal'nvus,Lameness,

Caked Breasts,
Distemper,
Sore Nipples,
Crown scab, Quittor, Cdrb, Old Sores,
Foul Ulcers, Farcy,
Corns, Whitlows, ‘‘
AbCcss of the Udde;, Cramps, Boils,
M dwelled Legs.
, Weaknessof the Joints
*
'/
1 Contra ctkfa of Muociv*.

Merchant's Offnrllnjr011 ia the stand.) rd
Liniment of the United States. Large a}/*-,
fit; medium, 50c; small, 35c. Smau ai-e kr
family use, 35c. Manufacturedjrt I-ockpnrt,
K. Y., by Merchant’sGargling Oil Company.

JOHN H0D0R,

S**»y.

Atk at Hotel Stand /or Mtuieal Record I

Sole Agents in

____

New
J.

York tor

Any Bosk mailed poet free

for Uetnil Price.

OLIVER DITS0X &

A P.^00AT9._

ll.Dltson&Co.,

C.

643 Broadway, N.

Y.

CO., Boston.
DltsondiCo.,
926 Cheatont St, Phil*

th» dallght of »v,ry ni.dl’.r.
?nr -al# lortll Iv^llug mervlwroa*

_

wiaint saos., tit imswax.

t\

agents wanted fob

r

FOR

J. E.

CURING

LUN6BALSAM

the

HISTOfiy«fraeWORLD

oonfohu 07 $ flnehiatoriMlenmrinjes aud IWTO
kran doubk^nlunin
ia tiro toot oompfato
-wr-. . pagM.and
.t. . n> It
Historyof the World
pabil*bed. It r-olU at
Bond for apvolmeu pa,
Addraaa

—

strte.

Chlratra, IB.

Throat and Lure Affection*.
Indorsed by the Pre*e and
Phyalcluna.

nj.

PXCTOXUjQlX*

, It

GREAT
REMEDY

EXPOSITION

avrr all AJusrtrsncnmgrLtor* Tk*h
Kf.KXIBLK HIP COksrr ns* to***).
flla with per (vet mm,, and la «*»
Awroo iiottolrvsk down <n*r tb*M|o
Their HEALTH OOEMT vrtlk lla toprovsd Boat, (*nnv » rrestrrfavron*
than ever. Tbtlr K L'KNIbG COBMEt la

Thrush,

•

$6.00
$6 IK) per dozen, oro
aro aplendklbooks,
bonke, differing in price
and contents, bat
but accomplishing
acoorai
the same axotilent
result in diverse ways. Examine both !

PARIS

Hum

Taken by

O.

N. U.

No.

thou-

49*5010 EVERYWHERL-W

In thu

paper.

^

48

NEW

|armcw’ dtdumn.

FIRM!!

GRAY’S

Gortnilngf Tree Qrovth.

which agree exactly with

my

-

PUHEN& SONS,

VAN

G.

your article on the
effects of cultivation,the principles of
I was glad to see

-

0

Wholesale Dealers

TRADEMARK.

and

How many

thrifty

young

We

And

Spring with dead points at leafing timet

.

—

Dry Goods,

It is often the result of injudicious forcing

Hats A Gaps,

by cultivation late in the season, pushing

growth beyond the natural growingtime into the ripening period, and thus,
tender and immature, the terminal buds
the

»

think

it

I

Come

al fertility of the laud, so that it

small elm on

a

my

-

on very poor soil that made but two
growth annually, varying a little
with the seasons, and it formed its teriniual bud the fore part of July. Two
years ago I removed the soil and found a

—
G.

which

till

its

&

frost.

am

very

In cultivating young trees

I

DRAUGHT AT-

The

finest Saloon in
the City.

Choice Stock of

and

Cigars

Liquors.

times the season get the better of me, as

weather combined for

a

Lunch from 10

harm.

save from

for the desired increase, such

as cultivating, mulching (in a drouth)

mauuriog— liquid manure

the most

o’clock

a.

m.

WI

ERICH.

«-}m

having the growth 4n hand to be

A complete stock of

Groceries constant-

on hand. Our stock of sugars cannot be

face

is

New

at the

done by stoppingthe sur-

work. But

Orleans, Sugar .................8c.

iety of Teas,

one that we

offer for 50c per

ail kinds of soil

pound that cannot be surpassed. Try

done with Also, a

it cannot be

clay. In deep

manured and improved by

soil,

reached.—

[F. G., Fort Plain, N. Y.

Agricultural Inducement* of the Far
We*t.

. Mr. Hugh M. Herrick, editor of
Paterson(N.

J.)

the

Daily Guardian, is in the

on his return from a trip through
Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado and other
parts of the West. Mr. Herrick under-

city,

took this journey for the purpose of seeing

full assortmentof

canned

workingmen in the West. The report he
brings back is highly encouraging.
Nebraska he regards as perhaps offering
the best inducementsto poor farmera.
Any man, with almost no capital at allf
can go to the states mentioned, settle on
one hundred and sixty acres, and raise
enough to live on by merely "putting
seed into the ground.” Irrigation is required in Colorado. A previous farming
experienceis not necessary to enable one
to make a living, and If he has pluck and
steady industry he

will

soon be above the

which hannts poor workingmen in a city— the wearing wonder
terrible anxiety

whence next week’s bread

la to

come.

where a man begins on a

is,

small farm like

this,

away from

the frequent sight of

human

cities or

beings, that

he will lose his ambitioQ, that he will be
satisfiedwith the

mere living he

gains,

and gradually sink into an “old bunks.”

A moderate capital, say

$3,000 or $3,500,

Mr. Herrick found, would be the beginning

of a fortune to
would enable him

an

energetic

man.

It

buy Improved agricultural machinery and go to farming on
a large scale. A small capital will go
much farther in the states mentioned than
it

will here.

.

—

^

The

to

Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will

be taken in Exchange for goods, at

the

start

—
OYSTER HOUSE,

V

Boney Carpenter,

one o’clockin the afternoon, the said

indenture of mortgage will he foreclosed by a sale
of the said described mortgaged premises, or so
ainch thereof ns shall be necessary to pay the

BOOTS & SHOES.

both principal and Interest,together with the costs
of this notice, and the legal costs ol foreclosure
and sale, lo the highest bidder at pnblic auction or
complete slock of Boots and
vendue,at the front door of the Court House, of
the County of Ottawa, in the city of Grand Haven,
that being the place for holding the Circuit Court for Ladies’ and Gentlemen. Also,
for the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan;
the amount claimed to be now dne and payable at
the date of this notice on said Indenture ot mortgage for principalaud interest, is two hundred
and forty dollars and twelve cents ($940.12.)

A

Choice Cigars and Liquors.
Everybody treated with kindness
and respect.

Call and see for yourself; one

Rubbers, Slippers

w

Dated, Holland, Mich., Oct. 24th, A. D. 1878.
J. HARRINGTON.
37- i 3
A ttigritt of Mortgage

trial will convince you.

Ladies’ walking shoes, etc., ala bargain

b.

carpenter; f

•

EDWARD

83-8m

ian

Grand Rapids.

at the

Insurance Notice.

Cheap Cash Store of

BANKING.

mms

Shoes

E.J.EAmiJtGTOfr.

mm

Farm

for Sale.

BANKER,
from
HOLLAND, - - MC1HIGAN. and school house,

highest Market Price, at the

Home

New

York,
British America,
Under writters of
of

N

I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
Y.
soil, six miles
this city. Near church
Cheap Cash Store of
at a bargain, 30 acres
Firemans’
of Cal.
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Collec- of this land is partially improved. Also
Orient
of
Hartford,
Conn.
tion business. Collections made on all points in 40 acres of unimprovedland in the TownE. J.
ihe United States and Europe, Particularatten- ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
].
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.
M. D.
Rrmittances made on the dav of payment. All
Sale.
intrustedto me shall have prompt attenWe represent the above reliable Fire Insurance
rvEFAULT having been made in the condition* business
Interest allowed on time desostts, subject
Companies, In this City, with a total capital of over
VJ of a ceruln mortgage executedby Albert B. tion.
$12,0(10,(109.
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
Tucker and Mary E. P. Tucker, bia wife, to Anaon
sold. Tickets to and from ail point* in Enrop*
IIolljnd,Mich., August 7th, 1878.
II. Platt (in said mortgage called A. H. Platt) dated
sold at my office.
TN Ottawa or Allegan Conntlesin exchangefor
the first day of January,A. D. 1869, and recorded
real estate In the City of Holland.
JACOB
VAN
PUTTEN.
in the office of the KegUterofDeeda for Ottawa
61- tf
Inquire at this Office.
26- tf
County, State of Michigan,on the thirtiethdav of
January,A. D. 1869, at eight o’clock in the after-

Fund

Harrington.

42-tf

Mortgage

Roger Williams, R.

HOWARD.

LAND WANTED.

9-lj

1

Mortgage Sale.

PkEFAULT

„

has become operative;which mortgage was duly
_____________
_____
assigned by the
said Anson _____
H. Platt
to Louisiana
P. Middleton,
now Louisiana
P. Plstt
----------- "
~1att (in said as
signment called u.
-------------P. Middleton)
, b;
by ta deed of assignment, dated the seventeenth L.,
day ...
of October,
A. D. 187a, and recorded in the Register’s office
aforesaid, on the seventeenthday of September
1878, at half past four o’clock in the afternoon. In

Slgl

"

*

*igni ------

----------- ,

__

____

1877, and recorded In the Register’* office aforeaald, on the Beventeentb day of September,1878,
at half paat four o’clockIn the afternoon,in
Libor No. 4, Assignment of Mortgages, cn page
418; on which mortgage there I* claimed to be due at
the date hereot the snm of three thousandtwo hundred and four dollars and forty-nine cents, and no
suitor proceedinghaving been instituted at law to
recover the debt now remainingsecured by said
mortgage.orany part thereof;Notice is therefore
hereby given, that by virtue of* aid power of sale and
pursnant to statute in such case made and provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a
sale at public yendne of the mortgaged premises
thereindescribed, to-wit: All of the following de•cribedlands lying In the County of Ottawa and
SUte of Michigan, to-wit: the southeast quarter
of the south-westquarter of section five In township fire north of range fifteenwest, containing
forty acres, accordingto the return of the Surveyor General, also the north-west quarterof the
south we* t quarterof aectloneight in township
numberedfive north of range numbered fifteen
west, conUtning forty acres, be the same more or
less, according to Government Survey: and also
the north-eaat quarter of the north-west quarter of
section eight In township five north nf range fifteen
west, containingforty acres, according to the return of said SurveyorGeneral, and also the southnaif of the north west quarter and eaat half of the
south west quarter of section eight In township
^"ortti of range fifteen weal, containingone
hundred and sixty acres, according to the return*
th,e 8o'7®y°r Generalaforesaid; togetherwith

tne hereditamentsand appurtenances thereunto

industriousman with

auch small capital to

Metropolitan Restaurant

EatingHouse

fruit

for himself what the prospect was for poor

The danger

r»

it.

drainage, the

roots lie too deep to be readily

wood, and Stovewood, Akron

i

— only the shallow, where including Corn and Tomatoes, etc.,

the roots are near the surface, as is the
case usually with

1877.

cement, always on hand at the

amount now due and payable on said mortgage,

beat.

proper time in the season, about the middle. and this

4,

twenty-firstday of January, A. D.

9c.
checked or increased as desired. The Extra C .............................
A
...................................
10c.
great advantage here is with yuung trees,
which admit of being pushed, fruit bear- Granulated .......................... He.
We have a fine lot of coffees and
ing trees less. I thus get au orchard
sooner, and the trees are finer. But care spices, and we have among our large var-

must be taken to lessen the growth

Holland, Mich., October

The
and
Game always

aud

prompt

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-

the twenty-fifth day of March. A. D. 1870,
V/ Melllsea N. Adman, of Irvin#, Barry county.
l;S
State of Michigan, executea, acknowledged
and delivered tiuder her hand and seal, to
E. J.
Kdward L. Garllck. of Oliv^ Ottawa county,
Herronsnets.
Coni unto /ion,
State of Michigan, a certainmdenture of mortCosil rer.fi i,
C atarrn,
gage upon the following piece < r parcel of land,
I fernoh Cornpt,
M sthma,
Sale.
vltuateand being In the Townahlp of Olive,
ffronctntiti
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and de T'vEFAULT hsving been msde in the conditions
, Htaciarho.
Lou of Appetite.
hcrlbcdnn follow*, to-wit: the nurth-went quarter LJ of a certain mortgage bearingdate the Fiist
(fOltfi.fiifS.tc. V
of the aonth-eattquarter of eection eight, town (1st) day of July, A. D. 1872, given bv MarearetJ.
*ix north, ot range fllteen went, containingforty Monger, men of the town of Grand Haven. Ottawa
Urge sample package sent free on receipt of 1ft
acres of land, according to the government survey, County. Michigan, to Thomas H. Bignell. if the cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanted.
be the name moreoi lena. which said indenture of same place,and recorded in the office of the Regis- Address J, p. Moon tain, ogdensburg. N. Y.
mortgage together with the certificateof acknowl ter of Deeds for Ottawa County, Michigan,the 1st
edgment thereto attached waa on the flftii day of day of July, 1872, In Liber X of Mortgages, ou
Ever since the death of the popular Crosby the
May. A. I). !87U, duly recorded In the office of the page 425; and upon which mongage there Is
Register of Deeds, in aud for the County of Otta- now claimed to he due at the present date for
wa, State of Michigan, in Liber U of mortgages, principal and interest the sum of one hundred and
on page!J4fi. Said Indenture of mortgage wan on eleven dollars and fifty-fivecents ($! 11,55). and no
November.A.
the third dav of November,
A. D. JHI
..875, duly
suit or proceedingat law or equity having been in
- AND
assigned,
---— » —acknowledged and delivered
a >
by
VJ »
an stunted to recoversaid debt or any part thereof;
(til
assignment In writing, endorsed upon said Inden A’otr, therefor*.Notice t* hereby given, that by virtnre of mortgage, by the said’ Bdwartl L. Garlick tue of a power of sale contained in said mortto Henry Snook, of Olive, Ottawa County, State gage and the Statute in such case made and proof Michigan,which said assignment together with vided, the said raoitgagte will be foreclosed ny a
No. 12 and 14 Canal Street,
the certificateof acknowledgment thereof, of said sale at public vendue of the mortgagedpremises,
assignment of mortgage, was on the fifteenthday of describedin said mortgage,to-wit : All that cer
Opposite Sweet’s Hotel, has taken the lead a*
Oct. her, A. D. 1878, at twelve o’clock M., duly re- tain piece or parcel of land situate and being in
the POPULAR
corded in the office of the Register of Deeas in the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and
and for the County of Ottawa and State of Michi- described as follows,to wit: commencingfifty rodgan. in Liber No. 8 of mortgages, on page 606. west from the south-east corner of section eleven
f'Said indenture of mortgage was on the fourteenth (11) town (7) north of range sixteen (16) west and
day of October.A. D. 1878. duly assigned, acknowl- running north eighty rods, thence west forty rods,
edged and delivered by an instrnmeut in writing thence south eighty rods, thence east forty rods to
of the City of Grand Rapids.
by the aald Henry Snook to Edward J. Harring- place of be-'inning, containingtwenty acres of
ton, of the city of Holland. Ottawa County, State land, at the front door of the Conn Hotise, in the
of Michigan, which said assignment of mortgage city of Grand Haven, In said Ottawa County. Michtogether with the certificateof ackowledgment igan, on Saturday, the 14th day of Dethereof was on the fifteenth day of October. A. D.
Prop’r.
cember, 1878, at one o’clock in the afternoon,
1878. duly recorded in ihe office of the Register of
Deeds in and for the County of Ottawa and Stale of said day, to pay the sum due on said mortgage
of Michigan,in Liber No. 4 of mortgages on page with interest and costs includingan attorney fee
419. Defaulthaving been made in the conditions of twenty-five dollarsprovided for in said mortgage.
of payment of said mortgage. Xntke i* hereby
best Oysters
Finest
Dated, Grand Haven. August 28, 1878.
given, that under the power of sale containedin
THOMAS
H.
BIGNELL.
Mortgagee.
said indenture of mortgage, on Tuesday, the
on hand.
Lowing &, Cross, Attorneyt for Mortgagee.

1879,

for average growth, and relying upon

—thus

1

GROCERIES.

Generally, however, there is no

work

1

Grand RArins. Mich.

danger, having the ground rich enough

surface

to

HENRY

rushing the growih beyond its usual
bounds, carryingterminal buds and all;
will

call before you order, and patronize your home industry.

c

warm

number of weeks

and only a favorable Fall

Give me a

Mortgage

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN.

beyond the prescribedlimit, though somecase now, the rains and the

Prices Low.

everywhere. 4fMv

HARRINGTON.

17, 1878.

No. 104 Monroe Street,

careful not to allow the growth to extend

is the

Druggists

Cheap Cash Store of

SONS.

Henry Weirich

growth,

beyond doubt, into the face of the

Work Warranted and

I

the quantity

been greater it wonld have run

All

Co.,

10

Y\N

second terminal bud in time

manure. Had

1,1.
home.
BOOKBINDING!
.

on there will —

spoedlty renp ample re„»rd. from
labor. Then if he keeps up his

-

--

vvoonilMr..»<

.'nT’cL'u. ,,,m d"

ambition,

Howard & McBride.

MEAT MARKET MBOOS: BOVLQMWmn

having been made In the conditions
of a certainmortgage executedby John
Ahenrn to Exekiel Jewett, dated the fifth day of
—
October, A. D. 1868, and recorded in the office of
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa Connty, Stale of
Michigan, on the fifth day of October. A. D. 1868.
nt three o'clock in the afternoon,In Liber K of
mortgageson page 565. by which the power to sell
In said mortgage has become operative;on which
mortgage there Is claimed to be due at the date
hereof the sum of one thousand and sixtr-two
The undersigned announces to the Public that
dollars and thirty six cenu, and also the farther they have finfriied their new Meat-Market,and are
sura of ninety-five dollars ard fourteen cenls now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
claimedto be due at the date. hereof,' and a Hen on of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
the mortgaged premises pnrsusnt to sUtute, for dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction tc
taxes paid by aafd mortgagee on said premises, In- all those who wish to favor them with part of tbeii
cluding interest and charges on said Uxea, and trade.
also an attorney fee of thirty dellars provided for
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate A
tn said mortgage; aud ne suit or proceeding having been Instituted at law to recover the debt now Son’s Hardware Store.
W. BUTKAU,
remaining secured by said mortgage,or any part
J. VAN ZOEREN.
thereof; Notice is therefore hereby given that by
Holland. July 14. 1876.
virtue of said power of sale and pursnant to sUlnte
In such case made and provided,said mortgage
will be forecloeed by a sale at pnblic vendue of the
mortgaged premise*therein described, to-wit: all

Iv

IN THE

the following described lot, piece or parcel of land
lying and bring situated In the County of Ottawa
and StaU of Michigan,to wit: the south half of
the south-eastquarter of suction nine In township eight north, of range fourteen west, conUining eighty acres he the same more or less, accord-

ing to Government Harvey, together with the
herediUraenU and appurtenancesthereunto belonging or in any wire appertaining, at the front
door of the Court House o( said Ottawa County,In
the city of Grand Haven in said county,on IIob-

d*7, the

TUG FOR SAL

T

1

AM

,

authorized to sell the Steam Tug
on favorable
Inquire of

terms.

“Gem’

MANLY D HOWARD.
Holland.

Holland. Mich

1878.

Just published,s new edition of
BI. OVLvltWXLL’8OSZJBUTID IS841 on the rodico/ cure (withont medicine) of Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal

—

FIRST WARD.

FALL AND

Weakness,Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency, Mental and Physical incapacity.Impediments to Marriage, etc, ; also Consumption,Epilepsy and Fits inducedby self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance,Ac.
|2F“ Price in sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay,
clearlydemonstiates,from a thirty years’ successful practice, that the alarming conseqnences of
self-abnse may be radically cared wlthont the dangerous use of Internal medicine or the application
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of cure at once
simple, certain and effectual, bv means of which
every sufferer,no matter what nis condition may
he, may care himselfcheaply, privatelyand radically.

gy

This Lecture should be in the bands sf
every youth and every man tn the land,
v Sent nnder seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, poet-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address tbs Publishers,

Hit

mm

41 Abb 8t.,

f"

XEBICiL

CO,,

Tort; Post Office Box. 4686.

WINTER. 1879.

Tw«Mtl«tk day of JoMmory

next, at two o’clock In the afternoon,to pay the
sum dne on said mortgage with Interest and.costs,
Includingsaid attorney fee, and also the snm due
for said taxes paid with the interest and charges

Millinery

§

Fancy Dry Goods,

thereon.

And

Dated, Gbaud Hatsk, October twenty-fifth,A.
D. 1878.

« «

KZKKIKL JEWETT, Mortgagee.
R. W. Duncan, Attorney for Mortgagee.JR-lBw
week in yonr own town. $5 outfit free,
No risk. Reader, If you want a business
at which persons ol cither sex can make
great pay all the time they work, write for particulars to If. Hallktt A Co., Portland, Maine.

$66

a

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Standard Trimmings, Bonnet*, Hals, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbon*, Laco Collars, and Bilks.

a

0lA,,D llAT,nr’ September twentieth, a.

A

Full line of Winter Cloaks and Shawls.

a

and refuse* to let life degenerate into
ROBERT W. DUNCAN, AiHjne* of Mortgage
rough, coarse existence, he can very short- 8J‘,8w
\j

surround himself with the luxuries and

conveniences of the most civilized

___

w,

Land

for Sale!

w

is required
The undersigned wishes to Inform hts old friends T WILL sell 80 acre# of nnimprhvedland in the
and resident*
malitonta nt
ilnllonH atwl
and
of Holland
and vlnlnit..
vicinityil.-a
that l
belne at 1 town of Heath, Allegan Co., Mich., one mile
” thrive there os here* but the rewards are
present located at Muakegon, he has madearramm south-east from Hamilton. A portion of the soil
g reat^r. — [ Cincinnati Commercial.
menu with Mr. D. R. Meengs, at Holland, at whose is sandy, part clay, the balance a good hay marsh.
All easily cleared. Enough pine and oak still on
store,on River street,all job work for bindingcan
the land for building purposes. Well watered by
be left. I have purchased a new and complete line
Spring Creek. Price, $8 per acre. For further
Somebody ought to import a full-blooded of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work. aparticulars
call on or address
A.
CLOETINGH.
bull— improve the stock.
EDMUND SKINNER,
Muskegon. Sept. 3 1875.
Sangstuck,Allegan Co., Mleh.

Quite as

'

..

much hard work

____

(

I

-ON

secure it against the frost. It had ex-

hausted the

all kinds

CEMETERY WORK
- nf STOKE. --

Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich.
Sold In Hollandby Heber Walsh and by all

fV

MORTGAGE SALE.

And

J

ly making some eight inches’ growth, then
its

—

recently had other support,

in a few weeks and pushed ou quite rapid-

forming

’

-_ - one.

Hi* Gray Medicine

.Vtf

MONUMENTS
of

of

treating these special disease!.

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

WEIRICH S

P.

being an offshoot from another tree. I
mixed a little manure, ashes, and some
broken bits of bone with the soil and re<
turned it to its place. A new growth put
out at the terminal buds and other places

to

o—

VAN PUTTEN

Holland, Aug.

al-

most invisiblerootletsarranged along
them, which was the only support of the
tree,

_ '

-

be relied upon.

be

WASHINGTON STREET.

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

inches’

couple of slight threadlike roots with

o

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

Pull particulars
--------in our pamphlets,
• which
------we
--- I keep constantlyon hand the best kind nt
desire to send free bv mail to every
,tock, and also a nice varleti of design*. Utter
1 he Specific Medicineis eold by all Druggist sat ing done in the English, HoUand and German lun$1 per package, or six packages for $5, or will be guages, as desired,
sent by mall on receipt of the money by addiess
ing

Warehouse A Office on

show goods.

PRICESARE LOW.

premises

Manufactureref

dm

No.

continues

the growth too late to harden.

There was

and see for yourself, no

trouble to

ling the soil, manure applied, or the natur-

all

Vision,Prmnature Old An, and many other diseases that lead to Insanity. Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of which ae a rule are
caused bv deviatingfrom the path of nature and
over indulgence. The Specific Medicine is the re
suit of a life study and many years of experience
In

Etc., Etc. Fair dealing can always
relied upon.

means the
whether by Stir-

is secured,

—

A Feed.

Flour

matters little by what

rapid growth

ALSO

Lager Beer.

CYockery,

reference only to the tips, the rest ripening

in time, owing to its earlier growth.

kinds of

LUCE,

H. R.

dlieasea
that follow as a
sequence on Belt
Abuse: as Loss
oeiOTR racugof memo>7, Uni-

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Go’s celebrated

Groceries,

are killed by the frost. The principle has

all

and

Smokers’ Fancy Articles. versal Laaaltude,Pain in the Back, Dimness

have juat received a large new atock of

FISH A SEVRNTH STREETS.

(Near the Allegan Depot.)

Seminal W uak-

River Street,

trees,

CORNER

trad* JJARK.

especially rcc

ness, Spermatorrhea, Impotancy

eur

only thrifty ones, do we see in the

Is

unfailingcure for

and are certainly of a good deal of importance.

Specific Medicine
ommended an nn

Burned out hr the late Ptre we re-opened in
uew atore Juat completed at our old ataud on

experience,

Remedy

The Great English

RADEKE & SON,

to

„

3l-3ra

The

largest

and finest variety of Worsted Goods.

Gloves and Hosiery of

all colors

and

sizes,

Satin Ribbon, something entirely netf,

L &

S.

etc.

‘

VAN DEN SERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

j.

double

HOEEANE, MICH

